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ABSTRACT

Calibration and Application of a B-dot Sensor to study the initiation of Vacuum
Surface Flashover
by
Vijay Anand Subramanian
Dr. Robert A. Schill, Jr., Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

‘Calibration’, as the name suggests is the act of checking or adjusting the accuracy of
a measuring instrument by comparison with a standard. Two techniques, the “equal
length test” and the “short circuit test,” have been developed to determine the
characteristic impedance and propagation coefficient of a single lossy transmission line
and a lossy transmission line network in cascade based solely on the input reflection
coefficient S-parameter,

, VNA measurements over a wide bandwidth of frequencies.

For the transmission line network case, the characteristic impedance and propagation
coefficient for each line in the cascade, excluding the last line, are known. Theoretical
expressions needed for interpreting VNA measured data have been developed.

A

wideband, coaxial cable calibration test stand is characterized based on the novel equal
length technique. The test stand is used to calibrate a B-dot in the frequency domain to
obtain its response function. To verify the calibration process, the calibrated B-dot will be
used

to

measure

the

surface

current

density

on

111
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a

radial

transmission driven by a pulsed power source. These results will be compared against
simulation using a Graphical Large Scale Plasma (GLSP) code. This calibrated B-dot will
be used in future surface breakdown pulse power experiments on plastics measuring fast
sub-nanosecond rise time phenomena.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
I .l Thesis Objective
The main thrust of this research is to develop a calibration technique for conventional
and wide bandwidth B-dot sensors. These dots will be used in future surface breakdown
pulse power experiments on plastics measuring fast sub-nanosecond rise time
phenomena. Current calibration techniques do not characterize the frequency response of
the sensor. Knowledge of the frequency response will minimize inaccurate data
interpretation. That is, measuring instruments such as real time sampling oscilloscopes
misinterpret spectral data just outside of the scope’s bandwidth. A wideband, coaxial
cable calibration test stand is to be characterized based on a novel technique using only
the single port vector network analyzer Su measurements. This unique technique allows
one to determine the complex characteristic impedance and propagation coefficient. The
test stand is used to calibrate a B-dot in the frequency domain to obtain its response
function. To verify the calibration process, the calibrated B-dot will be used to measure
the surface current density on a radial transmission line at atmospheric pressure driven by
a pulsed power source. These results will be compared against simulation using a Large
Scale Plasma (LSP) code. The radial transmission line models the electrodes at the diode
end of the Nevada Shocker. The Nevada Shocker is a 540 kV, 7 i l , 50 ns pulse power
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device based on Marx Bank and Blumlein technologies housed in the pulse power
laboratory in the engineering college at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas [1].

1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1

Need for Calibrated Sensors for Pulse Power

The purpose of the diagnostics is to detect nanosecond and sub-nanosecond
electromagnetic phenomena. As a result, some of the classical electromagnetic field
sensor development based on lumped circuit theory becomes less dependable. For
measuring transient electromagnetic fields and related quantities, one needs accurate
broadband sensors with well characterized transfer functions. In past years, this was not
a concern since the bandwidth of real time scopes was the limiting factor in examining
the signals received. New commercial 6 GHz bandwidth oscilloscopes offer sub
nanosecond data collection and are dependent on the bandwidth of diagnostics, cables,
and connectors.

1.2.2 Comparison of the Novel and Existing Transmission Line Characterization
Techniques
Calibration of sensors and antennas requires a well-defined, well-characterized
calibration system or test stand. At microwave frequencies, knowing the geometry
specifics and field characteristics of the calibration system are crucial in establishing
baseline measurements.

Tools such as vector network analyzers (VNA), spectrum

analyzers, time-domain reflectometers and oscilloscopes play a major role in
characterizing a given system. Even so, these devices have their limitations and such
limitations need to be considered when unconventional measurements are made. For
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example, the Agilent 8722ES Vector Network Analyzer is constrained with 50 Q
characteristic impedance (both input and output) ports. The device under test must be
coimected to the VNA with 50 Q connectors. The VNA will directly provide the correct
conventional S-parameters for the device under test terminated with these connectors.
The VNA will not supply the correct conventional S-parameters for just the device under
test. The measured S-parameters have to be interpreted in a different manner in order to
realize the properties of the device under test on its own right.
In general, the properties of transmission lines are a function of frequency. It has
been observed that the specifications of the lines provided by manufacturers only yield a
guideline for the lines’ characteristics. In some cases, these guidelines are based on
simple calculation. The losses of a transmission line give rise to, in general (excluding
the special lossy dispersionless transmission line case), a complex characteristic
impedance and a non-zero attenuation coefficient. The phase coefficient and the real part
of the characteristic impedance become a function of the losses in the line and are both
implicit and explicit functions of frequency [2]. This results in reflection coefficient
magnitudes that may exceed one. Although valid on physical grounds, this may lead to
misinterpretations [2]. Consequently, it is difficult to determine the true characteristic
impedance and propagation coefficient of a line with dispersion a priori [3]. A number
of techniques have been developed to determine the properties of an unknown or partially
unknown line based on the properties of a known reference line.
Typically, microwave network analyzers offer a number of calibration options such as
the Thru-Reflect-Line (TRL) method and the Line-Reflect-Match (LRM) method. In
both cases, the “reference impedance” is set by a standard reference transmission line [4],
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[5]. This is a difficult task when the complete characteristics of the line, to be used as a
reference line, are not known a priori over the frequency range of interest especially
when the line exhibits dispersion. Consequently, the recovered reflection parameters are
based on the unknown reference impedance set by the characteristic line impedance.
The S-parameters measured with respect to a reference line with unknown complete
characteristics over a specified frequency range of interest may be difficult to interpret
and may lead to S-parameter anomalies [3]. A number of papers in literature have
described approximate techniques to characterize the “reference line” over a wide
frequency range [6]-[14]. Typically, in each of these techniques, both ends of the
reference line need to be accessible for the forward and reverse transmission coefficients
namely S 12 and S21 respectively. Even the conventional definition of the input reflection
coefficient. Su, and the output reflection coefficient, S22 , requires access to both ends of
this device under test in order that the matching condition is satisfied. These line
characterization techniques also require some knowledge of the line outside of uniformity
and its ability to support a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave. For example, the
line’s free space capacitance [3], [7], measured lump capacitance [3], [6], [8], [9], [11],
material properties and geometry (outside of length) [5], [7], [14] and/or phase coefficient
[13] are needed to determine the line’s characteristic impedance and propagation
coefficient. In all cases, some approximation is made.
An indirect measurement of the characteristic impedance [3] may be obtained by
measuring the propagation coefficient with the help of a VNA using a Thru-Reflect-Line
(TRL) method [4]. The frequency-dependent complex characteristic impedance is
determined from the calculated free-space capacitance and the experimentally-measured
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propagation coefficient. To determine the free space capacitance and the complex
characteristic impedance, knowledge of the geometry of the line is required. The
impedance is then used in the conventional TRL algorithm. At each frequency, to match
the inserted line to the network, the measurements are transformed from the measurement
reference impedance to the calculated impedance taking into consideration the capacitor
effects.
A second method called the gamma method [7], which appears similar to the TRL
method in principle, is used to determine the characteristic impedance of a coaxial air line
from measurements of its propagation constant and capacitance per unit length. The
propagation coefficient is measured on a network analyzer and the capacitance is
measured on a 1 kHz capacitance bridge.

The measurement of the characteristic

impedance with the gamma method is independent of geometry measurements.
Recently, a line impedance identification method that yields an unbiased estimate of
the complex characteristic impedance of a line has been developed based on off-to-on
wafer calibration [15], [16]. The method compares two calibrations and the resulting nonsymmetric error, if any, is attributed to a reference impedance change. The method is
reflection parameter based and avoids transformation into transmission parameters.
Geometry and material specifics are needed to determine the distributed parameters of the
line.
Another technique used to characterize a transmission line is based on time domain
refiectometer measurements known as time-domain network analysis (TDNA). The
TDNA has been under development since the late 1960’s [17]-[23]. This technique
determines the frequency dependent characteristic impedance providing an alternative to
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VNA techniques especially at high frequencies. If properly set up, it is conceivable that
this technique can circumvent cable and connector losses and losses associated with the
VNA test set. The technique requires a well-defined, fast rise time, input pulse, needed
to generate the high frequency content of the signal launched on the device under test
(DUT) and a sampling window circuit with sampling head. The dispersion properties of
the lines connected to the DUT separate the different frequency components of the
launched signal in time domain reflectometry measurements allowing for easy
interpretation and data processing. A timing window can separate the effects of the load,
hence, the line length and load characteristics are not necessary. That portion of the time
domain response captured in the window is due to the frequency dependent characteristic
o f the transmission line. The remainder of the response outside of that captured includes
the effects o f the termination associated with the pulse generator and the sampling circuit
load.

In the 1990’s, de-embedding techniques and reduced error modeling have

compensated for the effect of parasitic components in the lines and connectors [23], [24].
By using the Fast Fourier transform, the resulting time-domain measurements are
converted to frequency-domain values and can be related to the S-parameters of the DUT.
The literature has shown a reasonably good match between TDNA measurements and
VNA measurements.
Further, W. Kim and M. Swaminathan [25] discussed a method for measuring the
frequency-dependent characteristic impedance of transmission lines using a time domain
refiectometer. At higher frequencies all the interconnections do not behave as lumped
elements, but they behave as a frequency dependent transmission line. To incorporate this
idea they analyze the frequency dependent characteristic impedance of the transmission
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line. They considered that the VNA was not accurate while measuring the frequency
dependent properties of the DUT in the steady state. Using the VNA, based on the load
and length values, only an indirect measurement of the characteristic impedance was
made by measuring the propagation constant (using TRL analysis). Meanwhile, using the
TDR, a direct measurement o f the frequency dependent transmission line was possible.
The TDR was calibrated using a short-open-load calibration procedure. An error model
was developed which takes into consideration the effects of the load and other
discontinuities that can affect the accuracy of the measurements at high frequencies.
Based on this model and their related equations, once the waveforms of the open, short,
load and DUT are known, the calibrated frequency response of the DUT can be
calculated without the knowledge of the incident signal. As a check, a low pass filter was
used as the DUT and the measurements were made both with the TDR and the VNA.
This resulted in a good correlation between the two characteristic impedance
measurements.
The procedure was extended to the microstrip line with a designed characteristic
impedance of 36 Q . A measured characteristic impedance of around 50 Q was obtained.
This discrepancy was explained as being due to the quasi-TEM approximation used to
calculate the characteristic impedance. Kim and Swaminathan recommend the use of
advanced techniques that include skin depth effects, dielectric constant variation with
frequency (dispersion), metal thickness effects, and more accurate effective dielectric
constant contributions modeling a multiple dielectric medium.
A novel technique has been developed [26] to determine the characteristics (both the
characteristic impedance and the propagation constant) of an unknown lossy transmission
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line based solely on the Sn VNA measured parameter. Depending on the geometry of the
line, two techniques were developed that may be non-intrusive and non-destructive.
Single port measurements are required if the termination or load side of the line is not
accessible to the VNA. This allows for lines connected to loads to be characterized as is
in the circuit without the need for disassembling the circuit. With knowledge of only the
length of the line, both the lossy characteristic impedance and propagation coefficient can
be determined. The theory and experiments can treat the multi-cascade line where the
terminating line in the cascade is the unknown line. All lines in the cascaded are not
necessarily matched to the VNA. In theory, the technique may be used for irregular
shaped lines such as the tapered transmission line. Connector contributions may be
considered if treated as a line in the cascade.

1.2.3.

Characterizing the Coaxial Cable Test Stand and B-dot Calibration

The transmission line characterization technique developed is applied to the coaxial
cable test stand used to calibrate B-dots. The characteristic impedance and the
propagation coefficient of the test stand are obtained. Using these properties of the line
and the solution of the telegraphist’s equation in the frequency domain, the surface
current (or magnetic field) measured by the dot is determined. Based on the surface
current (or magnetic field) and the measured B-dot voltage, a transfer function describing
the dot over frequency is obtained. The transfer function is formulated as an effective
area. The transfer function of the B-dot offers a means to predict the time varying surface
current (or magnetic field) detected based on the time varying output voltage measured.
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In equation form,

J{co) -

where

J{co) refers to the surface current,

V (<a) represents the output voltage measured by the dot, and H{co) refers to the effective
area, all in the frequency domain.

1.3. Testing the Calibrated B-dot
An air dielectric radial transmission line is used to verify the calibration of the B-dot.
The radial line is modeled with Mission Research Corporation’s Large Scale Plasma
(LSP) code. Agreement between simulation and experimental result verifies the
calibration technique. The radial transmission line was chosen because it models the
diode end o f the Nevada Shocker (a 540 kV, 7 Q , 50 ns pulse power device based on
Marx Bank and Blumlein technologies). Further, the properties of the line are more
complex than linear lines.
R.A Petr, W.C. Nunnally and others [27] experimentally analyzed the nature of the
radial transmission line to act as a wide band transformer which finds its use in particle
accelerators.

Photoconductive switches were used to generate a radially converging,

high-power wave transient for its use in the particle accelerators. The photoconductive
switch was selected since it can be synchronized within the time frame, on the order of
tens of picoseconds. The radial transmission line is non-uniform. Its characteristic
impedance monotonically increases as the wave propagates radially inward. When the
photoconductive switch launches a pulse with duration roughly 10 times less than the
transit time o f the line, the radial line amplifies the pulse. This phenomenon can be
considered as a transformer action. The maximum voltage gain occurs for the highest
frequency content of the pulse when terminated by a matched load.
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The modeling software was carefully chosen to reproduce the experimental
characteristics of the radial transmission line. O f all of the commercial electromagnetic
codes tested, LSP best predicted the experimental results in [27].

1.4

Resonance Problems

When resonance occurs, a small signal even ft-om noise level becomes unstable and
grows assuming loss thresholds may be overcome. This is a natural characteristic of a
sensor or circuit at some discrete frequencies. Knowing the resonance of the sensor or
detector is important to minimize potential inaccurate interpretation of data. For example,
consider the detector system to consist of a B-dot detector and a real time digital
oscilloscope. Assume that the dot is excited by an external source at its resonant
frequency. Further, let the resonant frequency be just beyond the design frequency of the
oscilloscope (just beyond the comer frequency of the scope) but not to much larger that
roll-off of the scope (attenuation) becomes significant. The internal sampling circuit in
the digitizing scope beats with the resonant frequency resulting in aliasing. This can be
explained as follows: consider for example, a 1 GHz bandwidth digital scope measuring
the B-dot whose resonance occurs at 1.1 GHz. The samplers or mixers present in the
scope generate two beat frequencies, i.e. the sum and the difference of these two
frequencies (IGHz + 1.1 GHz and l.lGHz-lGHz). The scope displays only the difference
signal (lOOMHz) since it is well inside its bandwidth limitations and roll-off properties.
During the calibration of the detector, one can easily determine if the scope is
compatible with the detector. If the input source frequency has a well characterized
narrow bandwidth such as the sweep generator in a VNA, then a significant downshift in

10
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the detector’s output signal frequency implies that the resonant frequency of the detector
lies too close to but beyond the bandwidth capability of the scope. Using a scope with
either a wide enough bandwidth to contain the resonant frequency or a narrow enough
bandwidth to place the resonant frequency far from the bandwidth limit will overcome
oscilloscope measured signal anomalies. Therefore, it is important to know the properties
of the sensor and recording devices.

1.5 Simple B-dot Theory
1.5.1 Sensors-Overview
A sensor is defined as a special kind of antenna in [28] with the following properties:
• “It is an analog device which converts the electromagnetic quantity of interest to a
voltage or current (in the circuit sense) at some terminal pair for driving a load
impedance, usually a constant resistance appropriate to a transmission line (cable)
terminated in its characteristic impedance.
• It is passive.
• With its sensitivity well known in terms of geometry, it acts as a primary standard
for converting fields to volts and current.
• Its transfer function is designed to be simple across a wide frequency band. This
may mean “flat” with respect to volts per unit field or time derivative of field.”

11
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1.5.2. B-dot Sensor
A simple theory is presented for the B-dot sensor. The B-dot as the name suggests
measures the time varying magnetic field in a small localized region,

dt

è{t)^ B-dot.

In general, the B-dot consists of an N turn conducting loop which when placed in a
time varying magnetic field produces an induced voltage in accordance with Faraday’s
law ,

d
v(t) = j É - d l = ----C

(11)

r-

d k ;

where v(t) is the voltage induced in the B-dot, B is the magnetic flux density passing
through the cross sectional area S bounded by the contour C representing the wire
perimeter.
The cross sectional area of the dot bounded by the conductor loop is assumed to be
small such that the field profile over this area is uniform. Further, the dot is assumed
stationary in the laboratory frame of reference. The B-dot geometry is approximated as N
identical, closely wound turns each with cross sectional area A. Under these assumptions,
the induced voltage is,

=

dt

Afl'[(f$ = - ^ ^ m c o s ^ g
dt

[V]

(1.2)

where 0g is the angle between the normal of the area A and the time varying vector
magnetic field.
The B-dot is positioned at the surface of a perfect conductor. Let H,, and H ,2 be the
tangential magnetic field intensities just outside and just inside the perfectly conducting

12
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medium respectively. From magnetic boundary conditions, the surface current density
(Js) is related to the tangential magnetic field by,
J , = A x (h „ - H „ )

(1.3)

where n is the unit vector normal to boundary interface with orientation based on a right
hand rule convention. Since a perfect conductor cannot support an internal magnetic
field, Eq. (1.3) yields
=

[A/m].

(1.4)

subject to a + or - sign based on the right hand rule convention.
Assuming the B-dot is small, the voltage measured by the B-dot sensor is directly
linked to the surface current density as

v(O = -//oA A cos0g-^y^(t)
dt

[V].

(1.5)

1.6. Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is organized into four chapters. B-dot sensors need to be calibrated for
future experiments. A well-characterized test stand is required. In order to characterize
the test stand a novel characterization technique was developed. The theory is presented
in Chapter 2 and compared against experiment. Using this technique, the coaxial test
stand is characterized in Chapter 3. Chapter 3 explains the calibration technique of the Bdot sensor and its application to a measurement on a radial transmission line. Verification
of calibration is made based on simulation using GLSP. Chapter 4 concludes the thesis.
Conclusions on the characterization of the transmission line and the calibration technique

13
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of the B-dot are provided. This chapter also suggests some recommendations for possible
future work.

14
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CHAPTER 2

MEASURING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOSSY TRANSMISSION LINE
SYSTEM USING ONLY THE VECTOR NETWORK ANALYZER MEASURED Su
PARAMETER
This chapter deals with the Calibration procedure developed to characterize the
properties of the transmission line under test. The technique discussed below considers
the transmission line as a test stand in order to calibrate the B-dot with respect to
frequency variations.

2.1.

Governing Equations for a Transmission Line System

Using suitable loads at suitable locations, single port vector network analyzer (VNA)
measurements contain enough information to describe the characteristic impedance and
the propagation coefficient of a lossy transmission line in a multiple transmission line
system. The vector network analyzer treats its load, the transmission line system, as a
single “black box” entity when measuring the reflection coefficient. All of the properties
of the lines, connectors, and loads inside this “black box” are convoluted in this
measurement. This information must be deconvolved until all of the parameters of the
lines within the system are known. It is assumed that the vector analyzer impedance, Zy ,
is real and constant over the frequency range of interest.

15
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From steady state transmission line theory, the reflection coefficient at any distance d
from the load end of a transmission line is given as
(2 . 1 a)
where
Z (d )= Z ,

cosh (id )+ Z g sinh(;fd)
Zq cosh(;c/)+Z t sinh(;d)

(2.1b)

is the impedance of the line at distance d fl"om the load end of the line, Zo is the
characteristic impedance of the line under test (LUT), (|)l is the phase of the load,
Y = a + j p is the propagation coefficient of the line, a is the attenuation coefficient, P is
the phase coefficient, and

pl

is the reflection coefficient at the load end of the line. The

general expressions for the propagation coefficient and the characteristic impedance in
terms of the distributed resistance (/?), capacitance (c), inductance (l ), and conductance
parameters of the transmission line with loss are, respectively,
Y = -slip +

+ jeoC)

(2.2a)

where co = 27rf is the angular fi-equency and f is the linear frequency. Relative to the
transmission line without loss, it was observed from Eqs. (2.2 a-b) that the loss
contributions alter both the phase coefficient and the characteristic impedance. That is, if
the medium between the conductors is vacuum, one cannot assume that p - co/c due to
the resistive wall losses of the conductors.

16
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Consider that the vector network analyzer is connected to an N-section transmission
line system as shown in Fig. 2.1. The line adjacent to the network analyzer reference
plane will be labeled as line 1. All subsequent lines are connected in cascade and are
sequentially labeled in order following line 1. A connector could also be represented as a
transmission line. The length, propagation coefficient, and characteristic impedance of
the n‘*' line are

respectively. The characteristic impedances and the

propagation coefficients are known for all lines in the sequence (l < n < A - 1 ) preceding
the line under test (n=N). It is assumed that the vector network analyzer impedance, Z y ,
is real and constant over the fi-equency range of interest.
Initially, the short circuit test and the equal distance test, are considered
simultaneously. Each test requires two unique measurements. Single port VNA
measurements are performed either when a known load (e.g. a short) is located at any two
unique positions in the LUT or when two different unique loads terminate the LUT. Let
be the distance fi-om the test load to the input of the A'* line for the m‘*‘ test
where m is either 1 or 2. Similarly, let

be the test load impedance terminating the

A* line for the y'* test at dj^ where j equals either 1 or 2. The input impedance of the
line is defined as Z„^ where k equals either m or j.
employed, then Z^^^.

= 0

and k=m where m is either

1

If the short circuit test is
or

2

depending on the load

distance on the A'* line used; dj^^^ or dj^^ • Foi" the equal length test, the subscript m is
omitted since the distance fi-om the test load to the input of the A'* line is constant for all
tests associated with that line; d^,^ = d,^. Consequently for this test, k=j where j equals 1

17
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or 2 depending on the test load used;

or Z^jy^. The reflection coefficient measured

by the VNA for an N transmission line system for either the short circuit test or equal
distance test is defined as
Based on Equation (1) the input impedance of the n* line is
cosh(^„d„)+Zo„ sin h (y „ d j'

- ■^on Zo„ cosh(y„d„) + Z(n^i)fc sinh(r„d„)

(2.3)

If n represents the last line in the sequence, then Z(n+i)k= Zlnj- Equation (2.3) is
rearranged to yield a general expression for the impedance loading down the n*^ line
relative to the input impedance of the n*** line as
-{n+i)k = Z„

Z n k

cosh (y„d „)-Z o„ sinh(y„d„)'

^ o n

c o s h ( y ^ ) —Zy,^ sinh(y„q^)

(2.4)

Rearranging Eq. (2.4) for the LUT, n=N, the characteristic impedance and the
propagation coefficient must satisfy
^oN + Ï^LNJ ~ Zwk)cOth(;/f,d,vm )]^oN “ ^LNJ^Nk ~ 0

(2.5)

In order to use Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), the input impedances of the n^ line, Znk for A: = I
and 2, must be known. In the single line case, these impedances are determined directly
from measured reflection coefficients. For the N line case, the input impedances of the
first line (n=l) are related to the measured reflection coefficients by
1 + PvNk
-Ik

(2.6)

1 - PVNk

Subsequent input impedances for the remaining N-1 lines are determined from N-I
iterations of Eq. (2.4) linking the input impedance of the first line to the input impedance
of the A'* line.

18
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The two tests based on Eq. (2.5) will be developed separately. Each test begins with
a well-characterized parameter used to sample the properties of the line with only
VNA measurements. The type of test used is dependent on one’s ability to access various
regions on the line. For example, assume one has physical access to different regions in
an air microstrip line. The short circuit test is ideal since the load at the end of the line
does not have to be removed from the line when performing the test. If suitable regions
of the conductors are not accessible, as with the coaxial line with dielectric medium, then
the equal length test must be used.

2.2.

Short Circuit Test

The short circuit test requires that Zlnj =0. Consequently setting subscript k=m in Eq.
(2.5) yields, for this test,
^oN ~ ^Nk

)=0

(2.7)

To determine the characteristics of the LUT, VNA measurements are made when the
short is located at two different locations on the LUT;

and dj^^’ PvNi-

Equation (2.7) can be written in terms of each measurement. Substituting out

and

separating in terms of the real and imaginary parts, the attenuation coefficient,

, and

phase coefficient,

, must satisfy

Zfft/1 sinh(2«,\,d^i) +

s \ n ( ^ p _ Z^g s\r\^(^afjdfj2) + Zjfj2

cosh(2aft,ri/vi ) - cos(2>9ft,dft,i )

)

cosh{2a^df j 2 ) - cos{2p f^d ^2 )

ZjNi sinh(2 (z^(f^^ )— sin(2 ^jy</jy^) _
cosh(2 a^c/^i)-cos( 2 /?^J^i)

sinh(2 Q;jyCfjyg)~ ^rN2 sin(2 ^ ^ ( / ^ 2 )
cosh(2 a^(f^g ) - cos(2 yg^6f^g )

where Z^^ = Z^^^ + /Z^^. For the N line case, as deduced from (2.1a),

19
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(2.8a)
^

4 _

ry

(j

\

^

2

_

PvrNm

2

PviNm

(2 . N

(2.9b)

.2
PvrNn^

PviNm

where the measured complex reflection coefficient is separated into its real and imaginary
parts given by p^j^^ =

+ /Pvijvm • Note, here and throughout, subscripts r and i

respectively represent the real and imaginary parts of the quantity. Once the propagation
coefficient is known, the characteristic impedance of the LUT as obtained from (2.7) is

2

on =ZwiCoth(;^„dNi)-

(2 . 1 0 )

For the special case of the lossless transmission line network, the attenuation
coefficients, a„ of all N lines are zero and the magnitude of thereflection coefficients on
all linesincluding

that measured by the VNA,

are one.

Consequently, as

observed from Eq. (2.9a) for the first line, the real part o f the input impedance for each of
the N lines in the transmission line network at each short location is zero. Therefore, Eq.
(2.8b) vanishes and Eq. (2.8a) simplifies to

_ Z ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ P n ^Ni )
l- c o s ( 2 A r f „ )
l- c o s ( 2 A r f „ ) '

ZiNl

Equation (2.11) indicates that if

2 11

'■

\
'

or equivalently

P n ~ —P ^

~ d}f2^

(2.12)

where p is an integer, then Z^^, = Z,j^2 implying that the measured reflection coefficient
is the same for the shorts located at two different positions yielding no new information.
Consequently, for this special case it is more efficient to use Eq. (2.12) than Eqs. (2.8a)

20
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and (2.8b) or Eq. (2.11) to determine the wavenumber. Further, the wavenumber, as
indicated by Eq. (2.12), can be anyone of an infinite number of discrete values. If the
distance between the short and the input to the LUT is approximately an integer value of
a quarter wavelength, J « y? Z / 4 where d = d^^^ or dj « then the input impedance for
^2

the lossless line yields zero or infinity depending on the integer value. Consequently, the
input impedance and hence the measured reflection coefficient is independent of the
characteristic impedance of the LUT.

The line exhibits a resonant / anti- resonant

behavior. Equation (2.11) and hence Eqs. (2.8a) and (2.8b) are not well behaved. The
singularity encountered in the theory may be used to determine an estimate for the
wavenumber over frequency allowing one to choose the exact value from Eq. (2.12) or
fi-om numerical solutions of Eqs. (2.8a) and (2.8b). This approach will be pursued in the
experimental study of the equal length test.

2.3.

Equal Length Test

For the equal length test, VNA measurements are made when two different loads are
placed at the termination point, dj^^ = d j ^ , o î the LUT:

and

• With

the aid of both Eq. (2.5) and the measured data, and upon substituting out coûi{dff/j^),
the characteristic impedance can be expressed as

ZumZiNziZm ~
(Zln2

) ~^(^t/V2

)^N2 ^/vi
- Z nz)

(2.13)

From Eq. (2.5), the propagation coefficient satisfies,
7- L N 2 ^7 N

coth{d^rN) =
•ON

7^

2 ~ ^o N

y Z lN2 - Z n2 j
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(2.14)

The hyperbolic cotangent of a complex number has an infinite number of solutions.
Using an equivalent logarithmic fimction notation for the inverse hyperbolic cotangent,
the propagation coefficient is re-expressed as
7
+
^N2
^ 7^oN
VZ

n

2 ~ ZoN

7
—7
^LN2
^oN = — In
Id
\
Z
l
N2
'^Zgjf
j
J

(2.15)

Upon simplifying, the attenuation and phase coefficient are
(ZrN2 Zro^f + (^W2 Zj„ffY
.{z^ff2 —Z^ff y + {Zjff2 ~ ZjoNy

(2.16a)

i.ZrLN2 ~ Zrof/y + (Z,zjy2 ~
{ZrLNl ZroNy + ^ILN2 ■^iojv)
2

«;r + tan '

—2Bt,
yAl +B^ - \ j

(2.16b)

where the integer value p is chosen such that p^f is close to the value of the phase
coefficient for the equivalent line without loss. Equation (2.16a) simplifies to the
expected form,

= - ( l / 2 c/)ln|/j^2 |/kiV 2 |]» where

and Pj^^ are respectively the

reflection coefficients at the input and termination points of the LUT.
Care must be taken in implementing Eqs. (2.13)-(2.16).

Consider a lossless

transmission line with length equal to an integer value of a half wavelength. The input
impedance of the line is the load impedance. Consequently, the reflection coefficient is
only a function of the load impedance and the characteristic impedance of the VNA as
seen in Eq. (2.3). Reflection measurements are independent of the LUT’s characteristics
resulting in significant deviations fi-om the line’s characteristics at a fundamental
fi-equency and its harmonics. These deviations appear as singularities. For the line with
low loss, these singularities may be used to determine the length of the line and the
approximate phase velocity and wavenumber over the fi-equency range of interest.
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2.3.

Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis for the equal length test is performed to examine the error
tolerance of the characteristic impedance and the propagation constant due to inaccurate
reflection coefficient measurements for the equal length test. With the aid of Eq. (2.6)
and Eq. (2.13), the characteristic impedance may be re-expressed as.

= z.
{Zif/2

PvNiP

P m t)

Aw2 ) +

(2.17)
{Zlni ~ Z ^ ,

+ Pmi

?

+ Aw2 )

SZlni Zjjfyp PvNiP Pmi)'^2Zpr(pf^i Pmi)yj

where N =l, for the single line case. For known load impedances, errors in the reflection
and Apy^^^, lead to deviations fi-om the actual

coefficient measurements,
characteristic impedance

. The resultant characteristic impedance due to inaccurate

VNA measurements can be expressed as.
2Z,^Zr,

Z„;v+AZ^ —Zy

y

'{pnn'^^Pm [aw2 +VW2])+(2 uv2 ^zjnX^'''Awi +AVmX^"''Aw2 Vfro)
_________________________ __________________

(2.18)

where N =l. Employing a binomial expansion and retaining up to linear order in the error
of the reflection coefficient, the following normalized error in the characteristic
impedance is.
AZ„„ = —

2ZJ^f^yz2j^2^APvN\ ^PvNi )'^^LN2
'2’Z L N \ Z u f 2 ^ V N I ~ P v N 2 ) ~ ^ ^ LN 2 ~ '^ L A T l

(l a W2 ) ■*■

W 2

(l Awi )]

P y N l^ '^ PVN2 )

i^LNl ~ Z Lf/i\^Pyif2(}^~ Pvifi)'^ Apyjfii). —Pyff2y—(APyffi —
(^ZJV 2 “ ■^ZJVl

where z = ^

“ PvN l

“ P vN 2 )"*■

“ P vN 2 )

for ‘a’ representing any subscript.
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(2.19)

The propagation coefficient given by Eq. (2.14) may be rewritten using Eq. (2.6) as,
(l

dnYN = coth’*
Z

ls2

(l

P vN l )
PVN2 )

(l
Zy

P vN 2 )

(2.20)

(l + PvN2 )

where N =l. Error is incorporated in the VNA reflection coefficient measurement. The
resultant propagation coefficient yields,

z z

U

PvN 2

^ P v N l )'~K^oN

^oN

j U

PvN l ~ ^ P v N 2 }

ZoN '^^oN
oA__________________________________________
Z

ln 2(^

P vn 2

^P

vn2 )

(2.21)

Z y ( l + pyff2

With the aid of equations Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.15) and the natural logarithm small
argument expansion, ln(l + %) «% for

|x|«

1

, the normalized error arising in the

propagation coefficient may be expressed as
^PvN2

2 (P m i

0+ ~

fivNi )

(1

^on

(I + PW2 )

PvNl)

~ Z lS 2 )

(2.22)
2 (.Pvn 2
.

1) +

~
^ON

ON

0

^fW2

0

+ -^

( /) W 2 + 1 )

^O N

'^ { p V N l

V ^ON

where N=l.
The MATLAB code was used to test the sensitivity analysis based on the Eqns. (2.19)
and (2.22) for the equal length test algorithm. The equations are not symmetric when the
loads are interchanged. The tolerance values up to ±20% variation in the reflection
coefficients due to the two loads were simultaneously taken into consideration and the
resulting characteristic impedance and propagation coefficient variations were calculated
and plotted in Figs. (2.2a)-(2.2d) for select discrete frequencies. These figures suggest
that based on the error percentage of the reflection coefficient, both the absolute value of
24
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the characteristic impedance and the propagation coefficient seems to vary linearly with
frequency while the phase values of both these quantities seems to be independent of
frequency.
The sensitivity analysis for the short circuit test is developed. The error tolerance
effects on the characteristic impedance and propagation coefficient is due to the reflection
coefficient measurement errors assuming accurate distance measurement. Recall from
Eq. (2.10) for the short circuit test the characteristic impedance
Zqn ~ Zffi cotb

Zff coth

ç

2

2

23

)

where N =l, for the single line case. For known distances, errors in the reflection
andApv^z, leads to deviations from the actual

coefficient measurements,
characteristic impedance

. The resultant characteristic impedance due to inaccurate

VNA measurements can be expressed as.
+ Py^ + Apy^
co±{d„^\Yj,+AYj,]}
\ - Py^-Ap^VI

1

=|+
C0 th((/^2 k
l-p y 2 - A p y 2

+^ZivD-

where N =l. Employing trigonometric identities and simplifying Eq. 2.24 yields
2

l +p„+
1
Pyi Apy-^

1

dff^AYnr

I

+ dfj^AYff COth(^jyj^^ ]
^I

1 Py

2

APy

^

2

dNi^ÏN

dj^2Ay NeOth(^jy2 ^jy )

Equation Eq. (2.24a) can be simplified as
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(2.24a)

1+

A/7,Kl

1

1+

+

d-N\^yN
CO

Ap,V I

J

\-V Pv2

^

APvz ''

1

-

1

(l + C?jy2ACOth(<5(jy2fjy))

~Pk 2

df{2^YN

(2.25)

y 2 _ Apy^

coth(<y^gyjy)X

(l + (fjy;ACOth((/^,/^))

l-/? n

Retaining the first order terms and simplifying Eq. (2.25) yields

Ay,N df]2 coth((/jy2 %Ai) dffi caùi{dff^y;y )+
-AptVI

= A/7,K2

^

‘ JVl

‘ JV2

coth((/^i/jy)

coth(^^2 /ivX
(2.26)

^

2

,1 -P k i

Employing trigonometric identities and simplifying Eq. (2.26) for the error arising in the
propagation coefficient can be expressed as,
Apvz

Apyi

f-P vl

(2.27)

^-Pv2y ^djfi sinh(2</jyj7’jy)—cfjyj &vcAi{ldf,2YN^^

Similarly, to find a relation for the error arising in the characteristic impedance, Eq.
(2.23) can be modified as,

ZoN ^ o N —■
1

P v\

A py^^t.

P yi

Apyffj

-coth(t/^i(/jy + A /^))

(2.28)

where N =l. Employing trigonometric identities and simplifying Eq. (2.28) as
IT ----------ZoN AZgff —

1

+ Pyi

^-Pvi

1 4- n ..

COÛl/NdNl
1

-

APiVI
l “ Pn

^^_dNiAy^
coih{dNjN)
l +df,^Ar„ coth(<i^,yjy)
c.

(2.29)

Retaining first order terms and further simplifying Eq. (2.29) as
AZ„n - A^at

dN\ZoN ; —
coth(</jy,;rjv)

coth(c?jyj^jy)

1

ZgffApt
1

+ Pyi

1
+ -

1
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Pyi

(2.29)

Employing trigonometric identities and simplifying Eq. (2.29), the sensitivity of the
characteristic impedance can be obtained as

^ON ~

1

Apv\

djfiAyjf

-k i

sinh(2 c?;yi/;y)

(2.30)

where N =l.
The lines that were used for characterization did not have physical access to suitable
regions to place a short circuit. So the sensitivity analysis was not performed for the
short circuit case. However it is worthwhile to do the analysis in the future using the
appropriate line which is physically accessible to suitable regions, for example, an air
microstrip line.

2.4. Experimental Procedure
The equal length test was applied to a 0.457 m long astro-steel-flex-32081 cable and a
0.47 m long astro-boa-flex-32079 cable. The manufacturer’s specification for the
characteristic impedance of the 32081 and 32079 cables are 50 Q and 75 Q respectively.
Specifications on the characteristic impedance and the phase velocity are based on
geometry calculations for the ideal lossless line. The calculated characteristic impedance
and phase velocity are respectively 47 n and 0.703c for the 32081 cable and 70 Q and
0.703c for the 32079 cable where c is the speed of light. The insertion losses are based on
measured data supplied by the manufacturer. The 32079 cable is rated over a 3 GHz
bandwidth. The bandwidth of the 32081 cable is wider. Using a 2.4 mm calibration kit,
an open-short-50n (OSL) calibration procedure was used to calibrate both the Agilent
8722ES VNA (50 MHz - 40 GHz) and the Anritsu 37397C VNA (40 MHz - 65 GHz).
Based on minimum bandwidth ratings of the cables and low frequency constraints of the
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VNA, all measurements are conducted in the frequency range between 50 MHz and 3
GHz. Manufacturer specifications for the insertion loss, the characteristic impedance, and
the velocity of propagation over a large frequency bandwidth were used as one means to
check simulation results. Since the 75 n line characteristic impedance appeared to
deviate significantly over the frequency range of interest, both the input reflection
coefficient,

and the reverse transmission coefficient,

S , were measured
2 1

independently using respectively the Agilent 8722ES and the Anritsu 37397C vector
network analyzers.
The lines under test were terminated with 50 Q male SMA connectors. To attach the
LUT with connectors to the VNA, port extensions or VNA test cables were used. Using
the port extension calibration option, the VNA reference plane was electronically
extended to the end o f the port extensions or VNA test cables terminated with a
commercial calibrated SMA short. Because the calibration process is performed with the
calibrated SMA short and the connector of the SMA short is similar to the 50 n
connectors on the LUT, it is assumed that the reference plane extends beyond the port
extension proper to the interface between the 50 Q SMA connector on the LUT and the
LUT itself.

The extension technique removes the phase error resulting from the

connector length on the LUT.

The connector and port extension losses, which are

significantly small, remain as a part of the measurement. The equal length test was
conducted when the 50 n LUT was terminated by a short and a 150 Q load pair and by a
short and 50 n load pair. The same test performed on the 75 n LUT was terminated by a
short and a 50 Q load pair. The short is a commercial grade, calibrated, female SMA
short. The 50 Q and 150 Q loads are laboratory built female SMA loads using high
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frequency chip resistors. The VNA is used to characterize these loads. The VNA records
the measured S-parameters in data files that are then imported into a MATLAB code
containing the equal length test algorithm.
Figure 2.3 displays the VNA measured frequency dependence of the short, the 150 Q
load, and the 50 Q load. Measured impedances are displayed in Table 1 at select
frequencies. Based on Fig. 2.3, the commercial short over the 3 GHz bandwidth is a
reasonable representation of a short. Based on the select numbers in Table 2.1 and the
Smith Chart in Fig. 2.3, the laboratory built 50Q load may vary as much as 27% of its
design value over the same bandwidth. The 150q load varies significantly over the
frequency range of interest as depicted in Fig. 2.3. Even so, this does not pose a problem
in determining the properties of the unknown line since the frequency dependent
measured values of the loads are used in the numerical study of the line over the
frequency range of interest.
Consider the equal length test for the single line using the 50 Q LUT. Figure 2.4a-d
respectively display how the real and imaginary parts of the characteristic impedance, the
phase coefficient and the attenuation coefficient vary with respect to frequency for the
two pairs of loads; the short and 50Q loads (solid line) and the short and 150 Q loads
(dotted line). In both tests. Figs. (2.4a) and (2.4b) show spike deviations in the impedance
which occurs at about 250 MHz, which is denoted as the fundamental frequency, and
extends to its harmonics. Outside of the spike deviations in impedance, it is observed that
the real part o f the characteristic impedance of the line between 50 MHz to 1.5 GHz is
relatively flat at about 48 Q . The imaginary part is within ± 1 0 from the anticipated
zero value. The deviation in the line’s impedance in the frequency range between 1.5
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GHz and 3 GHz from the manufacturer’s calculation is roughly ± 2 Q for the real part of
the characteristic impedance and ±4 Q for the imaginary part. The short, 150Q load pair
case for frequencies between 1.5 GHz and 3 GHz yields a more constant real part in
characteristic impedance with less than about ± 1 Q deviation from manufacturer’s
calculation relative to the short, 50 Q load pair.
The constraint that the theory breaks down at a half wavelength can be seen from
Figs. (2.4a) and (2.4b). Based on the fundamental frequency leading to the spike in the
impedance and its associated wavenumber, the length of the line can be determined.
Inversely, if the length of the line is known, the wavenumber,
fundamental spike frequency,

=2n I

at the

, may be determined. Therefore, the phase velocity for

the lossless line and low loss line may be approximated as

v , = i , / , = ( 2 rf„)/,

(2 -26 )

where dj^ is the length of the single line (N=l) under test. For the lossless line, the
phase velocity is a constant at all frequencies. Therefore, the approximate wavenumber
may be determined at all frequencies. This approximate number is compared to all
possible Pf, in Eq. (2.16b). The value of
LUT.

closest to

is the wave number of the

To verify the validity of this statement, the manufacturer’s specification

(calculation) for the phase velocity is used to determine the length of the line. The
fundamental frequency o f the spike change in impedance occurs at 228 MHz. From Eq.
(2.26) with

= 0.703 c , the length of the line is calculated to be 0.46 m. The actual

length of the line is 0.457 m. Less than a one percent error exists between these values. It
is observed for two different test loads, that the same properties of the line under test are
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obtained. This implies that the characterization technique is not sensitive to the value of
the load as long as the load is carefully characterized over the frequency range of interest.
When comparing to the manufacturer’s data, the phase coefficient agrees identically as
indicated in Fig. 2.4c. Referring to Fig. 2.4d the attenuation coefficient based on select
points plotted from measured insertion loss curves shows reasonable agreement.
The equal length test was also applied to the 75 Q line with 50 Q connectors. The VNA
was calibrated with the reference plane extended to the end of the 50 £2 connector as
explained above. To fully characterize the 75 n line by a second technique, the full set of
S-parameters is needed.

It is tempting to use the VNA measured S-parameters and

employ
521 =

(2.27)

to determine the propagation coefficient. The VNA measured S-parameters are not the
true S-parameters of the LUT (75 Q line without connectors) since the matching
conditions required for the conventional definitions in separating these parameters are not
satisfied. Consequently, the VNA measured S-parameters are denoted with a superscript
tilde (~). In experiment, the VNA measured 5u and Sji parameters were obtained.
With the aid of symmetry arguments, the remaining two 5 -parameter measurements may
be deduced. A theory is developed in Appendix I that relates these measured 5 parameters to the characteristic impedance and propagation coefficient of the LUT. Due
to erroneous 5n measurements made with a one time access VNA with proper VNA test
cables, the 5„ measurements used in calculation are those obtained from single port
measurements with the line terminated by the laboratory built 50 Q load with
characteristics shown in Fig. 2.3. To compensate for the change of load with frequency,
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the appropriate measured load impedance at each frequency is used in the calculation
when required [e.g., the load impedance

in Eq. (2.4)]. Since 50 Q connectors

were fitted to the 75 Q line, it is anticipated that connector effects such as stray
capacitance would become a source of error. Consequently, the developed transmission
line model based on the theory developed would not apply without the need to treat the
connectors themselves as a transmission line in cascade with the LUT proper. Since the
VNA views the LUT with load as a black box, an effective line is established where the
connector effects (stray capacitance, etc.) are absorbed into the properties of the LUT.
Therefore, the 5u and

parameters are to be viewed as the VNA measured S -

parameters for the effective line under test (ELUT).
Figures 2.5a-d compares the characteristic impedance and propagation coefficient
obtained for the ELUT technique using 5n and 5ji (abbreviated as the ELUT technique)
against those from the equal length test and the manufacturer’s specification. The
manufacturer’s data describes the 75 Q line without connectors. The manufacturer
provides a graph o f measured data for the insertion losses for the 75 Q cable over a
bandwidth of 3 GHz. Select points are chosen from the graph in determining the
manufacturer specified attenuation coefficient. The ELUT technique and the equal length
test technique yield good results over the entire bandwidth with some slight deviations at
the harmonic frequencies of the spike deviations in the impedance for the real part of the
characteristic impedance as observed in Fig. 2.5a. It is observed (Refer to Fig. 2.5b.) that
the imaginary part of the impedance for the same two techniques deviate within a few
ohm’s from each other away from the harmonic frequencies. Referring to Fig. 2.5c, the
phase coefficient as obtained from the equal length test and the manufacturer’s
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specifications are nearly identical over the bandwidth with some slight deviation at the
higher frequencies. These results represent the mean of the results obtained using the
ELUT technique. Deviations in attenuation coefficient are exhibited in Fig. 2.5d among
the three measurement techniques. Excluding the effects at the spike deviations, the
manufacturer’s specification and the equal length test are reasonable yielding deviations
on the order of about 0.22 np/m. The ELUT especially at the high frequency end of the
bandwidth yields a much greater deviation in value from the equal length test. This may
be due in part to the way the connector effects are incorporated into the transmission line
model through the measured S parameters. It is noted that the attenuation coefficient
becomes negative near the spike deviations. This is unphysical and is due to the way the
connector effects have been treated as part of the transmission line model in the equal
length test. This problem did not occur for the 50 Q LUT case where the 50 Q connector
was well matched to the line.

2.9. Two Line Case
The combination o f the 50 Q line in cascade with the 75 Q line is now considered the
LUT. The VNA with port extension is attached to the 50 Q line side of the LUT. The
VNA reference plane is extended to the end of the port extension. The characteristics of
the 50 Q line are assumed to be known. The characteristics of the 75 Q line of the LUT
are to be determined with the equal length test using a short and 50 Q load (Refer to Fig.
2.3). The length of the 50 Q line is adjusted (increased) taking into consideration that the
50 Q connector on the 75 Q line is a part of the 50 n line. On the load end side of the
LUT, the 50 Q connector on the 75 Q line is assumed to have the properties of the
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attached load (either short or 50 Q). At the lower end of the bandwidth, this assumption
is reasonable. At the 3 GHz end a quarter of a wavelength is 2.5cm. The assumption is
poor since the connector is on the order of this size. The characteristic impedance and
propagation coefficient obtained for the single line and two line test are compared in
Figs. 2.6a-d.
In the frequency range between 50 MHz and 1 GHz, the real part of the characteristic
impedance for the two line case is closer to the design impedance than that for the single
line case. Referring to Fig. 2.6a, except for a slight up-shift in the harmonic frequency of
the spike deviation in characteristic impedance, better agreement in form is shown for the
two cases as the frequency increases.

In Fig. 2.6b, a 15 Q maximum deviation is

observed for the imaginary part of the characteristic impedance for the two cases away
from the fundamental and harmonic frequencies of the spike deviations in the frequency
range between 50 MHz and 1.5 GHz. Beyond 2.5 GHz, the results do not agree. The
propagation coefficient for the single line case in Fig. 2.6c is about the average of the two
line case with deviations less than about ± 5 rad / m over the 3 GHz bandwidth examined.
About the fimdamental and harmonic frequencies of the spike deviations in the single line
case, the double line case has two distinct separate attenuation peaks over the entire
bandwidth as shown in Fig. 2.6d. The frequency separation between the two peaks about
each harmonic is the same.

The origin of the double peaks and the reason for the

discrepancy between the two cases are not known at this time. It is possible that the
“resonant like” behavior o f the two lines in cascade may have some influence on the
multiple peaks observed.
Now, the 50 Q line and the 75 Q line are interchanged. The 50 Q line is considered
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as the line under test, while the properties of the 75 Q line are known. The properties of
the unknown 50 Q line are shown in Fig. 2.7a, where better agreement is found except
for the spike deviations from 50 MHz to 600 MHz, for the real part of the characteristic
impedance. A IOq maximum deviation is observed in the frequency range between 600
MHz and 2.5 GHz. In Fig. 2.7b, a 6 n maximum deviation is observed for the imaginary
part of the characteristic impedance for the two cases away from the fundamental and
harmonic frequencies of the spike deviations in the frequency range between 50 MHz and
800 MHz. Beyond 800 MHz, the results do not agree. The propagation coefficient for
the single line case in Fig. 2.7c is about the average of the two line case with deviations
less than about ± 5 rad / m over the 3 GHz bandwidth examined. Reasonable agreement
with a maximum variation of about 0.5 np/m was observed for the attenuation properties
of the line in the frequency range between 50 MHz and 1 GHz as shown in Fig. 2.7d.
Figures 2.6a-d and 2.7a-d suggests that the results from the cascade combination of a
50 Q line (attached to the VNA extended reference plane) followed by a 75 Q line (as
the line under test) were better than those obtained when the cascade order is reversed.
The losses associated with the 75 Q line affects the subsequent lines connected to it in
retrieving the characteristics of the lines cascaded to it. It is believed that the effects of
the connector built into the transmission line model of the LUT results in a negative value
near the singularities of the theory also denoted as the spike deviations of the
characteristic impedance. Future enhancements to the model to characterize the physics
near these spike deviations may offer a more exact characterization of the line under test.
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TABLES

Table 2.1. Measured Load Impedance at Select frequencies.
Frequency
200 MHz
1.5 GHz
3 GHz
Short circuit (O )

0.25 + 0.481

0.586-0.1051

0.39 - 0.6121

150 ohm load (Q )

145 - 27.51

54.4 - 47.71

29.7 - 18.61

50 ohm load (Q )

50.4+ 1.551

54.1 + 8.141

63.7 + 3.071
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FIGURES

Port1
VNA

n= 1
Line

n = N-1
Line

n=N
Line
LUT

Load

Reference plane
Fig. 2.1 Schematic of single port vector network analyzer measurements on an N-section
transmission line system terminated by a known load. The line under test (LUT) is the
n=N line in the system.
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Fig. 2.2. Comparison of the (a) absolute value of the characteristic impedance variation,
(b) phase value of the characteristic impedance, c) absolute value of the propagation
coefficient variation, d) phase value of the propagation coefficient variation), against
the percentage error in the reflection coefficient measurements for select discrete
frequencies.
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Fig. 2.3. Load impedance variations with respect to frequencies for the 50 Q, short circuit
and 150 n test loads.
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Fig. 2.4. Comparison of the (a) real part of the characteristic impedance, (b) imaginary
part o f the characteristic impedance, c) phase coefficient d) attenuation coefficient as
obtained from the equal length tests using the short and 50 Q load pair (solid line) and the
short and 150 Q load pair (dotted line) against the manufacturer’s specification (dashed
line for the 50 Q line).
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Fig. 2.5. Comparison of the (a) real part of the characteristic impedance, (b) imaginary
part of the characteristic impedance, (c), the phase coefficient and (d) the attenuation
coefficient obtained from the equal length test (solid line), ELUT technique (dotted line)
and the manufacturer’s specification (dashed line) for the 75 Q line.
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of the (a) real part of the characteristic impedance, (b) imaginary
part of the characteristic impedance, (c) the phase coefficient, and (d) the attenuation
coefficient obtained from the equal length tests for the single line case (solid line) and the
two line case (dotted line) when the 50 Q line is coimected to the VNA terminated by the
combination of 75 Q line and load.
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Figure 2.7. Comparison of the (a) real part of the characteristic impedance, (b) imaginary
part of the characteristic impedance, (c) the phase coefficient, and (d) the attenuation
coefficient obtained from the equal length tests for the single line case (solid line) and the
two line case (dotted line) when the 75 Q line is connected to the VNA terminated by the
combination of 50 Q line and load.
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CHAPTERS

B-DOT CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION
3.1

Characterizing the Coaxial line which acts as a Test stand to Calibrate the B-dot

The transmission line characterization technique developed is applied to the test stand
shown in Fig. 3.1 to calibrate the B-dot. The air coaxial line which acts as a test stand is
made of copper. Two 50 Q SMA connectors are bolted on either side of the coaxial line.
The coaxial line is 10.2 cm long which includes half the length (approximation) of the
connectors on either side of the line. The lengths of the coimectors are taken into
consideration since the coaxial line terminates inside the connectors. The coaxial line has
an inner radius of 1.6 mm, and an outer radius of 3 mm. The center hole shown in Fig 3.1
is located at a distance of 5.1 cm from the load end of the coaxial line. The radius of the
hole is 3 mm. The B-dot is placed in this hole for calibration. Proper selection of the
dimension of the hole is necessary in order to position the B-dot’s loop inside the hole.
This is important, since the loop has to be positioned appropriately inside the hole so that
it measures only the surface current on the test stand.
The equal length technique suggested in section 2.3 is used to calculate the properties
o f this coaxial line. Two loads, a short circuit and a 50 Q load, are used to terminate the
coaxial line. The source end of the coaxial line is connected to the vector network
analyzer. The properties of the coaxial line obtained by applying this calibration
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technique are shown in Figs. 3.2(a)-(d). Figures 3.2 (a) and (b) show spike deviations in
the impedance which occurs at about 1 GHz, which is denoted as the fundamental
frequency, and extends to its harmonics. Outside of the spike deviations in impedance, it
is observed that the real part o f the characteristic impedance of the line shown in Fig 3.2
(a) between 50 MHz to 1 GHz is relatively flat at about

66

Q . The imaginary part of the

characteristic impedance shown in Fig. 3.2 (b) is within + 5 Q from the anticipated zero
value within the same 50 MHz to 1 GHz bandwidth. Referring to Fig. 3.2 (c) the phase
coefficient seems to vary linearly with respect to the frequency and this seems to be
reasonable when compared with the plots for the 50 Q line and the 75 Q line shown in
Fig. 2.4 (c) and Fig. 2.5 (c). The attenuation coefficient shown in Fig. 3.2 (d) seems to
decrease with respect to frequency with a maximum variation of 0.225 np/m between 50
MHz and 600 MHz. Above 600 MHz the attenuation coefficient rolls off to a negative
value until 1.3 GHz when it comes back to a positive value. Since a negative value is
unacceptable for the attenuation coefficient, the frequencies for which the attenuation
coefficient becomes negative are assumed to be zero.

3.2. Theory to Calculate the Surface Current Density in a Coaxial Transmission Line
Figure 3.3 shows a transmission line circuit with arbitrary generator and load
impedances, Zg and Zl. The coaxial transmission line of length L is assumed to be lossy,
having a characteristic impedance of Zq and the propagation coefficient as
connected to a voltage source Vs through the generator impedance

. The line is

. The input and load

end of the line exist at z = 0 and z = L, respectively. Define d as the distance from the
load end of the line.
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The voltage and current at any point on the coaxial line are

V(z) = Vo"g""''(l + r(z))

(3.1)

,
,
/(z) = ^ g - r . : ( i _ r ( z ) )

(3.2)

where

v;
is the voltage reflection coefficient. The reflection coefficient at z = L is,
=
where

=

(3.4)

is defined by Eq. (2.1a) and the input impedance at any point on the line is

defined by Eq. (2.1b). Equation (3.4) modifies Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2) as
y( z ) =

/(z)

(

3

.

5

)

=

^0

From Ampere’s circuital law the magnetic field intensity (j t ) evaluated along a
closed contour C is related to the current enclosed Fnc as

=

enc

(3.7)

Equation 3.7 can be used to determine H assuming a high degree of symmetry exists.
The magnetic field is oriented in the </> direction in cylindrical coordinates for the
coaxial cable,

/f = AT, ^
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(3.8)

Figure 3.4 shows the cross section of the coaxial transmission line. The magnetic
field intensity at any point z on the line, in between the inner radius “a” and the outer
radius “b” is given by,
{r,z,t) =

Inr

where a < r < b .

Assuming a time harmonic solution of the forme^®', the magnetic field intensity in the
phase domain is

where

2nr
From magnetic boundary conditions, the surface current density Jg is equal to the
magnetic field intensity at the outer radius (r - b) of the coaxial line. Consequently,
combining Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.11) yields
J (z) = - i1_ . F ;

^(i _

(£-)]

(3-12)

or equivalently
J( 2) =^
^ iTCb'

(3.13)

The wave nature of the signal has been incorporated in the surface current density.
The surface current density is needed in determining the measured voltage of the B-dot.
Refer to Eq. (1.5).
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3.3 B-dot Calibration
A well calibrated signal generator is required to characterize a B-dot. The HP 8656B
signal generator is used as a source for frequencies till around 1 GHz. Above 1 GHz,
until 1.5 GHz, a HP 8569B spectrum analyzer in combination with the HP 8444A
tracking generator acts as a source. The frequency needs to be varied manually for this
source. The TRW CA 4815 amplifier chip having a 16 dB gain is used to amplify the
voltage signal from the source. The amplified voltage signal is then fed into the coaxial
line shown in Fig. 3.5 (a) as input, for discrete frequencies selected on the signal
generator. The other end of the coaxial line is connected to the oscilloscope. A 50 Q 30
dB attenuator is connected between the oscilloscope and the 50 Q coaxial line in order to
avoid any reflections due to the mismatch between the coaxial line and the cable
connecting the oscilloscope.
A B-dot (construction o f the B-dot is given in Appendix 2) shown in Fig. 3.6 is
positioned in the coaxial line at z = Zj shown in Fig. 3.5 (b). The differential output of it
is measured on the oscilloscope. Because of orientation sensitivity, the phase of the
voltage may vary by 180°. All measured voltages are referenced with respect to the
output voltage o f the coaxial cable test stand as measured at the oscilloscope.
Figures 3.5 (a) and (b) show the coaxial line with the B-dot and the schematic
representation of the experimental setup. The cable connecting the B-dot and the scope is
assumed to be matched with both the B-dot and the oscilloscope. The attenuation and
phase properties o f the cables, connecting the oscilloscope to the attenuator and
connecting the oscilloscope to the B-dot need to be considered. The geometrical and
wave properties o f the attenuator need to be measured. This information is required to
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calculate the voltage at the position z = L on the coaxial line. The oscilloscope calculates
the difference between the two voltage signals internally to give an output voltage
Vm =

^ 2

volts. The phase difference between the reference voltage and the voltage

measured by the oscilloscope due to the B-dot output voltage is defined as
dot voltage has a magnitude
attenuator has a magnitude
the phase

and phase

. The B-

while the output voltage from the

. Since the output voltage is used as the reference voltage,

is zero.

The scope can only measure relative phase change within a wavelength. Because of
the periodic nature of the signal, one cannot measure the absolute phase difference.
Therefore, one accounts for this added length with the term IriTi, where n is a positive
or negative integer to be determined.
The magnitude and phase quantities of the B-dot output voltage, Fg_^^,, is related to
the oscilloscope voltage as
(3.14)
( 3. 15)

‘pB-dot ~

where

and

refer respectively to the attenuation and phase coefficient of the cable

connecting the output of the B-dot to the oscilloscope. The length of this cable is d.^. The
phase coefficient must take into consideration the velocity of propagation of the signal
through the cable.
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3.3.1

Internally Consistent Verification Theory

The magnitude and phase of the measured B-dot voltage as obtained firom Eq. (3.14)
and Eq. (3.15)respectively need to be compared with the magnitudeand phase of the
calculated voltage at the end of the B-dot shown in Fig.3.5(b) (element
The magnitude and phase o f the voltage at the end of the attenuator,
the measured output voltage,

3in the figure).
, are related to

, as
K | = |K.,k""'-

(3.16)

A

(3 17)

and P refer respectively to the attenuation and phase coefficients of the cable

where

2

connecting the attenuator and the oscilloscope. The phase,

, refers to the phase of the

voltage at the output of the attenuator. The length of this cable is c/j •
Similarly, the magnitude and phase of the voltage at the end of the coaxial line (z =L),
V{z = L) can be calculated using the relation,

where

«3

and

attenuator,and

|F(z = Zj = |F„|e“3‘'3

(3.18)

(*(z = jL)== d.

(3.19)

refer respectively to the attenuation andphase coefficients
p { z

=l

)

of the

refers to the phase of the voltage at theposition z=L on the

coaxial line. The length of the attenuator is

.

Using Eq. (3.5), the voltage at the position z = L on the coaxial line can be expressed
as
F (z

= L) = Fg+g-rz: (1 + r

j
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(3.20)

Combining Eqs. (3.16) - (3.20), the forward voltage Vq on the coaxial line due to the
load voltage measured at the scope can be obtained as
|F |g“2‘^2+“3<^3 .

(3.21)

F

Combining Eq. (3.21) and Eq. (3.5) yields the voltage at any position on the coaxial line
as
\Y

F(z) = H

\a " 2 ‘P i+ a,d,+ ai{L -z)

(3.22)

j(fi2d2+fisd-s+fii{L-zy^„i„)

----------------------------------------------l +
(1 + r J
'

’

Using Eq. (3.22) and Eq. (3.6) the current at the position z = Zj can be obtained as
hr

l„“2‘^2+“3d3+0!£(i-Zi)

(3.23)

j{p 2d2+ fi2d2+ P i(L -Z ^lp^)

The surface current density can be calculated by combining Eq. (3.23) and Eq. (3.13) as
It/'

I - “2d2+“3‘^3+«l(i-*l)

+A <^3+A

7U 2<^2

1F

) ,

.

,,

(3.241

The terms present in Eq. (3.24) are expressed as
(1

-

|Mi|

.

(3.25)
(3.26)

J<Pmi
z .(i+ r,)
Using Eqs. (3.25) and (3.26), Eq. (3.24) simplifies as
|F I•|_M I•|Af I. g“7A+«3A+«L(i“^l) _g7'(/72A+AA+A(i-Zl)*-^oii(+^Ml+^M2)
'

-

T7h

(3.27)
■

Equation (3.27) is re-expressed as
(3.28)
where
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(

(!>j{z,a>) =

\ _ Y o u , \ - . IMjI•

(^ 2 ^ 2

(3.28a)

+ ^M )

+ A A + A ( ^ - ^i)+^o«r +

(3.28b)

2

refer respectively to the magnitude and phase of the current density Jg{z,co) in the
phase domain.
The output voltage of the B-dot loop is calculated using the relation obtained from the
simple B-dot theory explained in section 1.5.2, Eq. (1.5) as
Vb-ioop (z, t) = - ^ o N A cos 0

Re-expressing (3. 29) in the frequency domain yields
(z, G)) = -//„ A ^ cos 6 )y A) Jg (z, (u).

(3.30)

Modifying Eq. (3.30) using Eq. (3.28) yields
^B-ioop(^i’^ )

The phase term,

A COS 6 j(oJ^{z^,(o)-e

.

(3 -3 1 )

and dg refer

, is the phase delay of the B-dot's line where

to the phase coefficient and length of the B-dot’s line. This term needs to be included in
Eq. (3.31) for comparing the phase of the calculated B-dot

output voltage with the

measuredB-dot voltage. The phase term along with Eq. (3.28b) and Eq. (3.31)yields
(3 32)
.

v f A A +A A +A

= ^ o N A c o s 0 o ) J ^ - e - ‘^“‘'‘e ^

"

^

Equating the phase terms in Eq. (3.15) with an added error correction term to those in Eq.
(3.32) yields
+ 2 «; r +

= ^2^ + A A +

+^ Mi +^ M2 “ Y “ A A
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^

^

The terms,

are phase correction terms. Ideally,

integer number of wavelengths between the oscilloscope port where

is zero and n is the
is measured and

the output terminals o f the B-dot by way of the calibration test stand. Note, 2 ;r « is not
an error term. The term A^^ is a phase error correction term accounting for corrections
in element lengths, surface current density to voltage transformation, and scope generated
mean measurements due to varied signal-to-noise resolutions. With A^^= 0, n is rounded
to its nearest integer value using Eq. (3.33) and then compared against the ratio of
physical line length to wavelength. This integer value is substituted in Eq. (3.15) to yield
the phase value for the voltage at the output of the B-dot. The phase error correction term
A^g represents all remaining errors in the test system. It will be argued later that if the
dot’s transmission line lengths and characteristics are known and the capacitive effects at
the loop are negligible, then A^^ is solely due to phase errors in the calibration test stand
with external cables. When capacitive effects are significant, the phase error is in port due
to the B-dot since the surface current density to voltage transformation at the loop is no
longer just an inductive effect.

3.4

Calculating the B-dot Voltage at the Output o f the B-dot fi-om Scope Measurements

A Tektronix TDS 6604 Digital storage oscilloscope is used to measure the voltage.
Two voltages, Vjf) and

are measured at the output end of the B-dot line. The

output voltage F'„„,(f), is measured at the output end of the coaxial cable terminating the
coaxial test stand. The differential output voltage ( F^ (t) = 1^(t) - F WX
difference

the phase

between the output voltage (F"„„,) and the differential output voltage
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are measured using the reticle scale of the scope. The measured peak values and
phase are provided in Table 3.1. Due to the presence of noise, average peak voltages,
based on guess, are recorded.
The two voltage measurements,

and F w , are translated in both peak amplitude

and phase to the output o f the B-dot, using the voltage measurements obtained from
Table 3.1. The two voltages are compared to determine the errors in the system. Once
known and adjusted for, the calibration is the association of the peak surface current
density on the coaxial calibration test stand wall to the peak voltage at the output
terminals of the B-dot at frequency a) .
In order to solve Eq. (3.33), the phase coefficient of the two equi-length B-dot cables
(refer to Fig. 3.5b element 5), the output B-dot test stand cable (refer to Fig. 3.5b element
4), the B-dot transmission line (refer to Figs. 3.5a and 3.6), and the attenuator (refer to
Fig. 3.5b element 2) need to be determined. The Tektronix 1502C time domain
reflectometer is used to measure the velocity of propagation of these elements yielding
respectively 0.7 (B-dot cable 1), 0.7 (B-dot cable 2), 0.66 (test stand cable). The delay
due to the attenuator is measured using the vector network analyzer for select discrete
frequencies using the S

21

parameter along with the delay option. The measured delay

values along with the length of the attenuator (0.025 m), is used to calculate the velocity
of propagation values for the discrete frequencies selected. The calculated values are
tabulated in Table 3.2.

The average length of the B-dot transmission lines, d g , is

0.0457 m. [Note: The Tektronix 1502C time domain reflectometer was used to measure
the length of each line from the B-dot loop end of the line to the middle of the B-dot
connectors yielding 4.63 cm and 4.51 cm.] The length of the two cables connecting the
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output of the B-dot and the oscilloscope is 0.4662 m (t/j) each. The length of the cable
connecting the output of the attenuator to the oscilloscope is 0.4612 m (rfj)- The length
of the attenuator is 0.025 m {d^). The angle that the unit vector normal to the planar
surface bounded by the B-dot loop makes with respect to the vector magnetic field is
zero. This is obtained by placing the B-dot loop inside the center hole of the coaxial test
stand and changing the angle until the B-dot loop measures maximum voltage. The
physical area of the loop (semicircle) is 1.57 f i n P . The number of turns (N) present in
the loop is one. The wave characteristics and the physical dimensions for each component
are listed in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 respectively. For the frequencies used in Table 3.2,
with the aid of propagation velocities, the phase coefficients are calculated. This
calculation is based on the assumption that the velocity is constant over the entire
frequency range, with the exception of the attenuator, which is characterized with respect
to frequency. The integer value of n and the phase error correction are determined by
solving Eq. (3.33). Figures 3.7 (a) and (b) show the variation of the magnitude ( Fi/ ) and
the phase (^^^) of the voltage at the output of the B-dot calculated using Table 3.1 and
Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), against predicted values calculated using Eq. (3.30) and the
voltage

from Table 3.1.

The magnitude plot in Fig 3.7 (a) shows that the two curves vary by at most a factor
o f 2 between 100 MHz and 1 GHz. Between 1 GHz and 1.5 GHz, a factor of 3 variation
may be attributed to the spike change in the characteristic impedance of the coaxial test
stand observed at about 1 GHz as seen from Figs. 3.2 (a) and (b). In order to rule out
attributing the variation to the self-resonance of the B-dot, the B-dot’s frequency
response is viewed on the vector network analyzer. The log magnitude data in Fig. 3.8 (a)
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is obtained by terminating one end of the B-dot with a 20 dB attenuator and measuring
the S

22

parameter with a VNA connected at the opposite end. Resonance occurs at 1.56

GHz (Marker 1). The delay plot shown in Fig 3.8 (b) confirms this resonance as a dip in
the plot, representing the standing waves on the B-dot transmission line. Heuristic
calculations relating loop geometry and wavelength suggest that loop capacitance should
be negligibly small. This experimental set-up to determine the self-resonance of the Bdot turned out to be invalid. The properties of the dot were re-examined when a 50 Q
load terminated one end of the B-dot. With the VNA reference plane terminating the
remaining end, the following log magnitude and the delay plots were obtained, by
measuring the S

22

parameter, as shown in Fig. 3.8 (c) and Fig. 3.8 (d). The plots suggest

that the self-resonance o f the B-dot is beyond 10 GHz and that the 20 dB attenuator
resonated with the dot in earlier measurements. Consequently, the magnitude variation in
Fig. 3.7 (a) is attributed to the coaxial test stand. Since the microwave source driving the
system has a maximum 1.5 GHz limit, comparison beyond this frequency cannot be
made.
To accentuate the difference in the experimental and calculated phase of the voltage
at the output o f the B-dot as seen in Fig. 3.7 (b), equal values of 2

have been

subtracted from both sets of data. The resulting phase points lie within ± 2 ;r as shown in
Fig. 3.9 (a). A time domain reflectometer was used to accurately measure the length of
the B-dot transmission lines connected to the sensor’s loop. Assuming the loop is purely
inductive, Faraday’s law, Eq. 3.30, indicates that the voltage induced in the loop is a
constant 90 degrees out of phase from the source surface current density. If the loop
exhibits a significant capacitance and/or resistance, the phase of the output voltage of the
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B-dot will vary in a convoluted manner especially if the capacitance and resistance is a
function of frequency. A unique pattern in the phase error exists. When divided by the
measured phase coefficient of the connecting cables, a relatively constant effective
distance is obtained. Refer to Table 3.4. Only two of the eight data points deviate from
the relative constant value. This implies that the phase delay lengths measured for the
test stand, attenuators, connecting couplers, and connecting cables may be in error to the
resolution of the measurements made. Further, constant phase may be attributed to other
properties of the test system. It is unlikely that the dot contributes significantly to the
error since its line lengths are characterized by the TDR and since a more complicated
loop model does not yield a simple change over a wide bandwidth. Therefore, an
effective length is defined which corrects for some of the error imposed by the calibration
test stand and system. The effective length is determined by averaging over all the
computed lengths in Table 3.4 to yield

=0.0118 m. The corresponding phase,

p{cù)d^^, is subtracted from each phase term. Figure 3.9 (b) displays the corrected
computed phase to the measured phase. All phase corrections, including the cables
between the dot and scope, are incorporated in the computed phase. Figure 3.9 (b) also
suggests that the phase error existing between the two voltages compared at the output of
the B-dot is at most 0.3 radians (17 degrees) for frequencies between 100 MHz and
1 GHz. Between 1 GHz and 1.5 GHz, the phase error is at most 1.2 radians (70 degrees).
The average length in the phase correction term is not used for the effective length in
the amplitude correction term. Although the corrected length in the phase is related to a
particular line with particular phase coefficients, it is intend to account for all phase
errors and not just length measurement errors. As a consequence, the average length is
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denoted as an effective length. The same is true for the amplitude correction assuming
that a plausible pattern may be found. The amplitude effective length corrects for some of
the magnitude error imposed by the calibration test stand and system. To allow for an
effective length A , an additive term a A (/is incorporated in the exponential of the
magnitude of Eq. (3.32). The B-dot voltage is then equated to Eq. (3.14). Solving
for or A (/ yields

aKd = (a,d .-a, 4

d,

z ,))+

The effective lengths for each element (or^ (/; ’ ^ 3 d ,cCg{L - z J ) in Fig. 3.5 (b) excluding
2

the B-dot was computed and examined. Each data set associated with each element is
examined separately for constancy in value and size. Since connector lengths were
estimated, lengths larger than a centimeter or so were considered unreasonable. The
attenuator exhibited both properties sought.

The effective lengths are determined in

Table 3.5 based on the properties of the attenuator. Between 100 MHz and 1 GHz, the
lengths are relatively constant. The average effective length is based on these values
yielding Ad^^= 0.0033 m. The lengths computed at the higher frequencies do not fit the
constant pattern sought and are not considered in the averaging. These swings in values
may be due to the spike deviations shown in Fig. 3.2 (a) and 3.2 (b).
A second correction test was evaluated. Instead of determining an average effective
length, a constant correction factor in magnitude is sought. A correction factor k^, is
incorporated into the right hand side of the magnitude of Eq. (3.32). The left hand side is
equated to Eq. (3.14). Solving for

yields
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Mo N A |cos 0\ CO|F„, |Mi fMj I
The values obtained for F are tabulated in Table 3.5. Between 100 MHz and 1 GHz,
the values for

is relatively constant. An average value for F is based on these values.

Figure 3.10 shows the effect of both the effective length and the constant F corrections
for the magnitude error overlapping each other. The difference in magnitude between the
measured voltage and the calculated voltage varies at most by

1

% for frequencies

between 100 MHz and 1 GHz. Above 1 GHz, the difference varies at most by a factor of
4.

3.5

Noise Considerations

In order to account for the uncertainty in the scope measurements due to the noise, the
uncertainty values for the amplitude and the phase need to be calculated. This sets the
limit for the acceptable values of the B-dot voltage measurements on the oscilloscope.
When the source is turned off, the resulting signal measured by the scope is attributed to
the noise as shown in Fig. 3.11. Figure 3.11 shows the noise voltage

on the Math 3

channel, top voltage curve, with RMS value of 640 //F and the noise voltage Fjy„„, on
the Channel 4, bottom voltage display, with RMS value of 663.9 / / F . The Figures (3.12)
(a), (b), (c) illustrates the influence of noise on voltage measurements at 100 MHz, 400
MHz and 1.5 GHz respectively. For clarity, the voltage signals are distinguished in Figs.
3.11 and 3.12. The uppermost signal (Channel M3) refers to the differential output
voltage of the B-dot

= Fj - F j. The next signal from the top in sequence (Channel 2)

refers to the voltage of the B-dot, Fj. The second lowest most signal (Channel 3) refers to
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the voltage o f the B-dot

. The lowest most signal (Channel 4) characterizes the voltage

. Figure 3.12 (a), suggest that at 100 MHz, the noise signal (640 //F RMS) affects
the differential B-dot signal (17.87 mV peak), whereas the output signal (Channel 4
(261.3 mV peak) in Fig. 3.12 (a)) is less affected by the noise signal (663.9 /jV RMS in
Fig. 3.11).

Figure 3.12 (b) and (c) indicate that at higher frequencies, the B-dot signal

(61.4 mV and 40.17 mV peak) and the output signal (248.9 mV and 68.33 mV peak) are
less affected by the noise signal.
Upon comparing the noise with the source “OFF” to the noise with source “ON”, the
peak-to-peak noise values in both cases are similar. This is seen by comparing the
uppermost signal in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 (a). This implies that the scope noise dominantes
over other noise mechanisms.

To determine the uncertainty of the amplitude of the

signal, it must be realized that the measure of the noise signal can best be expressed as
root-mean-squared voltage due to the uncorrelated frequency rich content of the noise.
Therefore, the signal amplitude must be expressed in terms of its RMS value. The
uncertainty levels for the amplitude readings measured on the scope are
^M tm c e rta ia x y

y

~

^M R M S

—

FvM

H

—y
outuncertam ty

(3.34)

out RM S

—

N out

^

3 5 ')
*

*

where Fy^^^and Fjy^ refer respectively to the RMS noise of the differential output
voltage (Ftf)and the output voltage of the B-dot (F^„,). The scope noise for Fy^^and
Vj^out ^re respectively 663.9 //F and 640 j j V . Both F ^ ^ and F „„,^ are the RMS
voltages without noise. These values are obtained by first fitting a sinusoid with source
frequency to the displayed voltages, determining the peak voltage, and then taking their
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RMS values. The scope’s computed RMS value is not used since it is based on both the
signal and the noise. Refer to Table 3.6. Voltage measurements were performed using
the Tektronix TDS 6604 scope with HP 8656B signal generator over the frequency range
100 MHz to 1 GHz.

Between 1 GHz and 1.5 GHz, manual frequency tuning was

performed using HP 8569B spectrum analyzer in combination with the HP 8444A
tracking generator, since these frequencies exceed the range of the signal generator.

3.5.1 Phase Relations
How noise is incorporated in the phase may be obtained from simple circuit models.
Consider the two RL circuits shown in Fig. 3.13 excited by different voltage sources
operating at different frequencies, (o^ and

, respectively. The corresponding current vs

voltage phasor diagrams are shown in Fig. 3.14. Now, consider that both sources exist in
series in the same network as shown in Fig. 3.15. The resulting current vs voltage phasor
diagram can be seen in Fig. 3.16 where the phasor rotations have been preserved. If in
Fig. 3.16 the source F is used as a fixed reference, then the source voltage
with the angular velocity

rotates

- (O^around the tip of the voltage F phasor. The total

voltage, magnitude and phase, is the vector phasor extending from the origin to the tip of
Fj yielding
voltage phasors occurs when

The

maximum phase difference

between the two

is perpendicular to F yielding
.

. _ /F z l
- tan
.

(3 36)

V ^1 7

Equation (3.35) may be used to obtain the uncertainty in phase due to noise. Let the
“signal” and “noise” be associated with F

F

respectively. The noise is an
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uncorrelated signal represented by its RMS value, F , . Therefore, the RMS value for a
4
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(3.37)

Using the voltage values obtained from Table 3.1 and the scope noise (Fy^ and Fvo«r)’
the uncertainty in phase is calculated and listed in Table 3.6. The uncertainty limits for
the magnitude and phase values for the measured and calculated voltages at the output of
the B-dot are listed in Tables 3.7 and 3.8 and are obtained using Tables 3.1 and 3.6 and
Eqs. (3.14), (3.15), (3.28 a), (3.28 b), (3.30), (3.34), (3.35), and (3.37). The phase error
observed at the scope due to Fw and

is the phase error due to the measured B-dot

voltage and the calculated B-dot voltage respectively. This is valid because the ratio of
the noise voltage and signal voltage is constant even though the amplitudes change when
translating the phasors from the scope to the B-dot output. That is, the noise and signal
are amplified or attenuated in the same manner.
Figure 3.17 (a) shows the uncertainty values of the magnitude of the measured B-dot
voltage which seems to fall within the uncertainty range up to 800 MHz. Above 800
MHz, the uncertainty values seem to vary from the uncertainty range of the calculated
voltage at the discrete frequencies selected. Figure 3.17 (b) shows the uncertainty values
of the phase of the measured B-dot voltage falling within the uncertainty range of the
calculated voltage for all discrete frequencies selected.
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3.6 Effective Area Calculation from Voltage Measurements
The transfer function of the B-dot is expressed as an effective spectral area. It is
calculated using the relation,
Effective Spectral Area =

^ ~

surface current density

Jg (z, co)

where the output voltage of the B-dot is calculated using (3.14) and (3.15), and the
surface current density is calculated from Eq. (3.28).
The effective area can be obtained by re-expressing Eq. (3.38) as
Effective Area =

(3-39)
y ry //„ Js(z ,(y )

This effective area is plotted against frequency in Fig. 3.18. Figure 3.18 suggests that the
effective area is about 1.6 f d n f for frequencies between 100 MHz and 1 GHz. The
physical area of the B-dot loop measured is approximately 1.57 n n f .

3.7

Application of the Calibrated B-dot

The calibrated B-dot is used to measure the surface current density on a radial
transmission line as shown in Fig. 3.19. The air radial line consists of two 16 cm in
diameter electrodes separated by 2.2 cm air gap. The B-dot is positioned at a radius of 7.7
cm from the center radius. The radial line is terminated radially by 16 equally distributed
in angle, 50 Q resistors (3.14 Q in effect for total parallel combination) in the air gap
between the electrodes.
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3.7.1

Input Pulse Generation

An avalanche transistor ZTX 415 is used in the pulse generation circuit shown in Fig.
(3.20), to create an input pulse to the radial line. Initially, the +255v charges the capacitor
based on the RC time constant (1 /(y ) near the collector end of the transistor. The 3.2 V,
18 ns pulse having an offset o f -40 mV is triggered at the base of the avalanche transistor
using a pulse generator. The base breaks down and the voltage stored on the capacitor
appears across the 50 Q impedance as an impulse. The input voltage pulse is connected
to a 50 Q coaxial cable which feeds the center of the radial line. Fig. (3.21) shows the
emitter voltage obtained from the circuit shown in Fig. (3.20).

3.7.2

B-dot Measurements

Once the input voltage pulse is fed to the radial line, the B-dot positioned at a radius
of 7.7 cm from the load end, measures the magnetic field at that position. The resulting
output voltage of the B-dot is measured using an oscilloscope. The measured output
voltage vs time is shown in Fig. (3.22). The Fourier transform of this voltage is obtained
by making use o f a simulation code. Figure (3.23) displays the output voltage of the Bdot with respect to frequency. Using this output voltage along with the known effective
area of the B-dot, the surface current density at the position where the B-dot is placed is
calculated using Eq. (3.39). The magnitude of the surface current density obtained is
plotted against frequency in Fig. 3.24. The surface current density at the position where
the B-dot is located seems to decrease significantly until 800 MHz. Above 800 MHz, the
surface current density remains constant until 1.5 GHz.
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3.8. GLSP Simulation
An air dielectric radial transmission line is used to verify the calibration of the B-dot.
The radial line is modeled with Mission Research Corporation’s Graphical Large Scale
Plasma (GLSP) code. Agreement between simulation and experimental result verifies the
calibration technique. In order to simulate the experimental setup the following terms
present in the GLSP code need to be understood,
3.8.1. Objects
Material structures can be created within the simulation grid using geometric shapes
specified in the “Objects” section of the input file. An object defines the cells within its
boundaries to have specified properties, overriding any properties set by objects which
appear before it in the list.
3.8.2 Grid/Regions
The Grid section o f input defines the overall simulation space and the grid-spacing
within it. The coordinate system used for the spatial grid is determined by compiler
directives. Cartesian or cylindrical coordinates may be used, in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions.
3.8.3 Boundaries
A boundary is defined as a grid-conformal surface which coincides with an outer
surface of the simulation space. There are no "default" boundary conditions in GLSP;
they must be explicitly defined by the user. Conducting boundaries are created using
conducting objects which cover the desired area. In order to set guard-cell (guard cells
are the cells present at the edges of an object. In a two-dimensional model, for example, a
cylindrical object consists of one guard cell at either end, when viewed radially)
properties, conducting objects within the simulation space which are in contact with the
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boundary need to extend through the boundary to encompass the two guard cells, rather
than stopping at the boundary. A nonconducting boundary must be an outlet, symmetry,
periodic, or freespace boundary. The type must be specified in the boundary section of
the input file.
3.8.4. Circuit Models
The circuit model section of the input file specifies the parameters of lumped-element
circuit models which serve as adjuncts to the main part of the calculation which takes
place in the defined simulation space. Three types of circuit models are available. The
first is the static type and is used in conjunction with the iterative electrostatic field
solver. The second is the transmission-line type and is attached to the simulation grid at
an outlet boundary. The third is the network type, which enables a more complex
configuration and is also attached to an outlet boundary. The network type of circuit
model is more general in allowing construction of loops and other configurations which
are beyond the capabilities o f a simple transmission line. The position where the circuit
model should exist, depends on the outlet boundary to which it is related.
3.8.5

Elements and Junctions

If one neglects the length of the cable that is feeding the voltage from the source to the
line under test (LUT), then the element can be considered as a circuit having an
arbitrarily short length which connects the grid to the circuit. The length of an element
does not relate to the length of the grid, i.e., if the length of an element is associated with
the impedance of an element, it should not be misinterpreted that the impedance variation
over that grid length is uniform. The segment defines the configuration of the network,
specifying how the elements are linked together.
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3.8.6 Functions
Functions of a single variable are useful in specifying temporal and spatial profiles for
fields and particles. For a temporal function, the independent variable is assumed to be in
units of time, while for a spatial function the independent variable is in units of length.
3.8.7 Probes
The probe records the type and location of various diagnostic time histories which are
written at intervals given by the probe interval. There are probes for grid quantities at
single points, spatial integrals of grid quantities, and particle quantities.

3.9 GLSP Simulation Procedure
In order to model the experimental setup shown in Fig. 3.19, the objects have to be
created first. The two-dimensional option is selected. And the cylindrical coordinate
system is chosen. Fig. 3.25 shows the simulated solid object in cylindrical shape with
dimensions 16 cm by

6 .2

cm (radius and width), which is created in order to set the

conductor, medium, potential flags for the entire simulation space. Two cylindrical
conducting objects having a radius of 16 cm with a width of 2 cm are created on either
side of the solid simulation space. Another cylindrical object with a radius of 20 cm and
width 2.2 cm is created in between the two conducting cylinders. This cylinder is
assigned with the property of vacuum. The larger vacuum radius cylinder extends the
vacuum region beyond that of the conducting solid object.
The hot wire of the 50 Q coaxial line is connected to the bottom electrode and the
ground wire of the line is connected to the top electrode. In order to account for the
coaxial cable (having a diameter of 0.34 cm), the grid simulation space starts from a
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radius of 0.17 cm towards the outer radius until 16 cm in the vacuum region, having a
width of 2.2 cm. The load termination effects at the load end of the radial line (at the
outer radius), and the impedance transformation effects between the 50 Q coaxial cable
and the radial line are taken into consideration using circuit models. Two outlet
boundaries are associated with the circuit models which would define the position of the
circuit models with respect to the simulation space.

3.9.1 Circuit Model 1
The first circuit model is associated with the outlet boundary defined at the outer
radius of 16 cm in the vacuum region. An analytic TEM type boundary is selected for this
model as shown in Fig. 3.26. This option uses a transverse electromagnetic wave solution
for the electrodes. The circuit model consists of an element having a length of 1 cm and
an impedance of 6.432 Q . The impedance calculation is performed based on a
monochromatic steady state analysis yielding the impedance at r = R for a radial line
given by

(3.40)

obtained from [29], where

7

refers to the characteristic impedance of the free space, d is

the distance of the separation between the cylindrical electrodes (2 . 2 cm) of the radial
line, k refers to the wavenumber, and r = R refers to the radial position (16 cm) where the
element is placed. The fimctions, J q,

J j , and A, refer respectively to the Bessel

function of the first kind (J) and the second kind (N) of orders 0 and 1. The wave
number k is calculated based on the rise time of the input pulse supplied to the radial line.
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The rise time is a standard used to describe the metrics of the pulse shape. It is defined as
the difference between the time when the output voltage is 90% of the input voltage and
the time when the output voltage is 10% of the input voltage. The quantity f^p represents
the frequency at the half power point. Bandwidth is normally characterized in terms of
the half power point. One can relate the frequency at the half power point to the rise time
0.35
of the pulse, F , as fj^p = —— . The rise time of the input pulse that is feeding the radial
K
line is 1.7 ns, which results in a bandwidth o f 205 MHz. Since the velocity of propagation
for the radial air line is the speed of light, the wavenumber k equals 4.31 rad/m. This
provides the matching condition at the outlet boundary for the wave to travel. The
elemental length is assigned as

1

cm since the length and the travel time of the waves are

not important with respect to this circuit model. Sixteen 50 O resistors are connected
radially in between the two electrodes. Treating the resistors in a parallel configuration
to the line voltage, the net load resistance is 3.12 Q . The GLSP code does not have the
capability to simulate independent resistors as shown in Fig. 3.19. Consequently, a twodimensional model of the radial line is used based on azimuthal symmetry. To model the
resistive load, two junctions are used. A resistive load option is used in the circuit model
with an impedance of 3.12 Q as shown in Fig. 3.27. A grid connection option is used
which links the element to the resistive load.

3.9.2 Circuit Model 2
A similar analytic TEM source outlet boundary shown in Fig. 3.28 is positioned at the
radius of 0.17 cm. This boundary is connected to the circuit 2 shown in Fig. 3.29. To take
into consideration the impedance transformation effects as a result of the mismatch
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between the coaxial line and the radial line, two elements are created. The first element
assigns an impedance of 50 Q to the coaxial line and the second element specifies the
impedance at a radius of 0.17 cm as 34.7 Q based on Eq. (3.40) approximated as
Z( r ) « -

,
G o { k R ) ^ - I n f a n d G , {kR) »
where y = 0.5772.
TtkR
2;rR G^{kR)’
^

A simple junction option connects the two elements. The input voltage supplied to the
radial line is modeled using a voltage application option which defines the input voltage.
The input voltage is supplied as a data file (function 30 option in GLSP) which describes
the pulse shown in Fig. 3.21 consisting of two columns having the time and the
associated voltage at that time. In GLSP units, the default units of time and voltage are
nanosecond and kilovolt. Consequently, the input data file has to be scaled accordingly
(time quantity is multiplied by

10

®and the voltage quantity is multiplied by

10

“F before

assigning the file to the circuit model.

3.9.3

Time Step and Run time Constraints

Any positive value of Courant multiplier will cause the code to calculate a time step
by searching the grid for the smallest Courant-limited time step. The Courant condition is
required to force the propagating wave to travel at a speed less than or equal to the speed
of light within a cell. Assuming cartesian coordinates, and multiplying it by Courant
multiplier. In cylindrical coordinates a value of about 0.9 or less is required for stability.
The time limit constraint specifies the time limit until which the simulation has to run.
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3.9.4

Probe Measurements

To check the simulated voltage supplied to the radial line, a forward-voltage-in circuit
probe is placed at the radius r = 0.17 cm connected to circuit 2 as seen in Fig. 3.30. This
probe neglects the reflections and measures only the forward voltage traveling from the
inner radius to the outer radius of the radial line. Using the post processor P4 option
present in the Tools menu the plots associated with the probes can be viewed. The plot
shown in Fig. 3.31 represents the input pulse shown in Fig. 3.21, measured by the
forward voltage-in probe with respect to time.
The magnetic field at the position where the B-dot is placed in the experimental setup
(refer to Fig. 3.19) may be simulated by positioning the magnetic field probe at a radius
of 7.7 cm and at a height of 2.1 cm from the top of the electrode just outside the surface
of the electrode as shown in Fig. 3.32. The magnetic field measured by the probe with
respect to time can be seen in Fig. 3.33. The resulting fast fourier transform (FFT) of this
signal, available in the GLSP, is shown in Fig. 3.34.
The GLSP measures the magnetic field in unit of gauss (10“^ tesla). The data points
for this plot can be obtained using the “write data” option in the File menu. From
boundary conditions explained in Section (1.5.2) the magnetic field intensity at the
surface of a conductor is equal to the surface current density. From Fig. 3.34, the surface
current density measured by the probe at various frequencies can be calculated using the
relation
Jg{(o) = ^ ^
Mo
where

B {(o )

[A/m].

is the magnetic field in the frequency domain and

(3.41)

Mo

is the permeability of

free space. The resulting surface current density from Eq. (3.41) is plotted against
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frequency for select discrete points from 100 MHz to 1.5 GHz in Fig. (3.35). Figure
(3.36) compares the simulated and measures surface current densities. Table 3.9 lists the
simulated surface current density, the surface current density based on B-dot voltage
measurements, the B-dot voltage amplitudes, and the effective area at each frequency
plotted. The percent difference and the error ratio are displayed.
It was anticipated that the low frequency results would yield closer agreement with
simulation. Because the simulation does not represent the experiment at the load end of
the line, and since all the devices present in the experiment are not well-characterized
with respect to frequency, overall differences are expected.
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TABLES

Table 3.1 Measured Peak Voltage Values at Select Discrete Frequencies
Frequency
Fi(mv)
Vm = P i - f ^ ( m v )
^2 (mv)
Af(deg)
(MHz)
100

17.89

3.6

17.87

-92.7

261.3

200

32.34

5.39

32.47

-75.43

260.4

400

66.85

9.7

61.4

-95.77

248.9

800

124.4

38.74

104.2

-91.47

245.1

1000

138.3

38.52

118.4

-97.26

229.6

1200

62.27

16.18

64.09

-113.7

136.4

1400

44.09

18.53

35.47

-143.8

77.94

1500

36.23

13.2

40.17

-94.09
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68.33

Table 3.2 Lists the Velocity of Propagation Values for Various Components.
Component
Velocity of propagation (percentage value
of the speed o f light)
0.7 at 100 MHz
0.63 at 200 MHz
0.55 at 400 MHz
0.5 at 800 MHz
30 dB Attenuator
0.67 at 1 GHz
0.56 at 1.2 GHz
0.6 at 1.4 GHz
0.56 at 1.5 GHz
B-dot transmission line

0 .6 6

Cables connecting the B-dot output to the
0.7
scope
Cable connecting the attenuator to the
0.7
scope
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Table 3.3 Lists the Physical Dimensions o f Various Components used in the Experiment,
Component
Dimension
Length o f the coaxial test stand

0 .1 0 2

m

Location of the hole from the load end of
0.051 m
the coaxial line
Physical area o f the B-dot loop

1.57

Length o f the B-dot transmission line

0.0457 m

Length of the cable connecting the B-dot
0.4572 m
output voltage to the scope
Length of the cable coimecting the
0.4318 m
attenuator to the scope
Length of the attenuator

0.03 m
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Table 3.4. Shows the Phase Correction Procedure by finding the Average Distance.
Corrected
Distance phase for
Measured
Calculated
the
A
or
^2
Error
Frequency voltage at the voltage at
calculated
(MHz)
output of the
the output
voltage
(radians)
A or
(rad/m)
B-dot
of the B-dot
(average
distance
=
(m)
0.0118 m)
0.018
0 .0 1 1
-0.1982
100
0.0536
3
0.0178
Z - 0.2164
Z - 0.1627
0.033
0 .0 2 2
200
-0.2248
6
-0.0375
1.1825
Z1.4782
Z1.2533
0.063
0.041
400
0.2032
12
0.0169
3.9902
Z3.9287
Z4.132
0.07
24
800
0.3511
0.0146
3.669
0.1Z3.2987
Z3.6499
0.073
1000
30
5.9066
0.12Z5.9692
0.2905
0.0097
Z6.2597
0.067
0.029
0.4641
2.2454
1200
36
0.0129
Z2.2054
Z2.6695
0.037
0.0411
1400
1.7239
41.8
5.6849
0.1 Z 6 .1793
Z4.4555
0.042
0.0187
0.8407
0.7385
1500
0.06 Z1.268
44.85
Z0.4272
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Table 3.5 Shows the Computed Lengths and the
Frequency
(MHz)
100
200

400
800
1000
1200

1400
1500

/S.d (m)
0.0034
0.003
0.0031
0.003
0.0037
0.006
-0.007
-0.0025

(m)

values for the Magnitude Error.
K

]r

1 .6

= 0.0033
(based on first 5
values)

1.5
1.53
1.52
1 .6 8

2.3
0.36
0.7
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= 1.57
(based
on first 5
values)

Table 3.6 Shows the RMS values for the Magnitude of the Measured and Calculated Bdot Voltages, Noise Voltages, and Phase Uncertainty at Select Frequencies.
Phase
Phase
uncertainty uncertainty
Frequency
for the
for the
(MHz)
V
V
measured
calculated
' M RMS
^ N o u t (/^^)
out RMS
B-dot
B-dot
voltage
voltage
(rad)
(rad)
100

0.0126

0.1848

640

663.9

200

0.023

0.1841

640

663.9

400

0.0434

0.176

640

663.9

800

0.0737

0.1733

640

663.9

1000

0.0837

0.1624

640

663.9

1200

0.0453

0.0965

640

663.9

0.0251

0.0551

640

663.9

0.0284

0.0483

640

663.9

1400
1500

0.05

0.0035

0.027

0.0036

0 .0 1

0.0037

0.008

0.0038

0.007

0.004

0.014

0.006

0.025

0 .0 1 2

0 .0 2 2

0.013
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Table 3.7. Shows the Uncertainty Range about the RMS Signal Voltages for the B-dot
Frequency

\^calcu/ated

100 MHz

0.0129 + 0.00065

0.0125+ 2.8e-5

200 MHz

0.0235 + 0.00065

0.0246+5.6e-5

400 MHz

0.0446 + 0.00065

0.0455 + le-4

800 MHz

0.0764 + 0.00065

0.0787+1.9e-4

1 GHz

0.0877 + 0.00066

0.0815+ 2e-4

1.2 GHz

0.048+0.00067

0.0325+ le-4

1.4 GHz

0.0267 + 0.00068

0.1144+8e-4

1.5 GHz

0.03 + 0.00067

0.0672+5e-4
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Table 3.8. Shows the Uncertainty Range about the Phase for the B-dot Voltage Measured
and Calculated. [Radians]
Frequency

/ V

calculated

100 MHz

-0.2164 + 0.05

-0.1982 + 0.0035

200 MHz

1.4782 + 0.027

1.1825 + 0.0036

400 MHz

3.9287 + 0.01

3.9902+0.0037

800 MHz

3.2987 + 0.008

3.3669 + 0.0038

1 GHz

5.9692 + 0.007

5.9066 + 0.004

1.2 GHz

2.2054+0.014

2.2454 + 0.006

1.4 GHz

4.4555 + 0.025

5.6849 + 0.012

1.5 GHz

0.4272 + 0.022

0.7385 + 0.013
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Table 3.9 Surface Current Density Measurements from B-dot Measurements and GLSP
Simulation.
Surface
Error ratio
Surface
Percent
between the
current
current
difference =
density from
density from
measured
Frequency
(difference /
and the
GLSP
B-dot
measured
simulation
measurements
simulated
value)* 100
(A/m)
(A/m)
values
100 MHz
2.7609
0.078
97.1
35.39
200 MHz
400 MHz
800 MHz
1 GHz
1.2 GHz
1.4 GHz
1.5 GHz

1.0199

0.0239

97.6

42.67

0.2482

0.0042

98.3

59

0.0125

0.0005

96

25

0.0049

0.0002

95.9

24.5

0.004

0.0003

92.5

13.33

0.021

0.0005

97.6

42

0.0087

0.0006

93.1

14.5
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FIGURES

IR = 1.6 mm
0 R = 3 mm
connector
hole to position
the B-dot
Source
10.2 cm
Load end
end
Fig. 3.1 Shows the picture of the air coaxial line which is used as a test stand to calibrate
the B-dot where IR and OR refer respectively to the inner radius and the outer radius of
the line.
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Fig. 3.2 (a)
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Fig. 3.2 (b)
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Fig3.2 (d)
Fig. 3.2 Show the (a) real part of the characteristic impedance, (b) imaginary part of the
characteristic impedance, c) phase coefficient d) attenuation coefficient obtained from the
equal length test using the short and 50 Q load pair for the coaxial line.
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Fig 3.3 Schematic of the coaxial transmission line circuit for the mismatched load and
generator.
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H e ld

3.4 Schematic representing the inner radius a, outer radius b, and the magnetic field on
the coaxial line.
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30 dB
attenuator
Amplifier
Fig. 3.5 (a)
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B-dot

V e ^

2 J

z=L
Input

z=z
Vx=L

x=L

out

Oscilloscope

Fig. 3.5 (b)
Fig. 3.5 (a) Picture of the coaxial line and the B-dot. (b) Schematic representing 1.
Coaxial line (test stand), 2. 30 dB attenuator o f length
, 3. B-dot o f length
, 4. Cable
connecting the attenuator to the oscilloscope which measures the output voltage of length
d^. 5. Cables connecting the B-dot output voltage to the oscilloscope and V ^ = V ^ ~
represents the difference in voltage calculated by the oscilloscope of length dj^.
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Loop

3.6 Picture of the B-dot.
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Fig. 3.7 (a)
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Fig. 3.7 (b)
Fig. 3.7 Show the (a) magnitude in volts and (b) phase value of the voltage in radians at
the output of the B-dot from oscilloscope measurements (B-dot measurement - dotted
line, calculated voltage - dashed line).
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Fig. 3.8b
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Fig. 3.8c
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DEL
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1: 6 3 8 .5 2

Del

STOP 10.1

START .0 5 0

GHz

Fig. 3.8d
Fig 3.8 Show the variation of the B-dot using S parameter (a) in log magnitude format
(10 dB/div) (b) in delay format (1 ns/div) with respect to frequency when one end of the
B-dot is terminated by a 20 dB attenuator, (c) in log magnitude format (10 dB/div) (d) in
delay format (1 ns/div) with respect to frequency when one end of the B-dot is terminated
by a 50 O load, and the other end of the B-dot is connected to the VNA.
22
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Fig. 3.9 (a) Show the variation of the phase of the voltage in radians at the output of the
B-dot with respect to the frequency when 2 p ^ values are subtracted from the phase
measurements plotted in Fig. 3.7 (b) (measured voltage - dotted line, calculated voltage dashed line).
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I

Frequency

XlO

Fig. 3.9 (b) Phase o f the voltage at the output of the B-dot in radians after the phase
correction is made, with respect to the frequency (measured voltage - dotted line,
calculated voltage - dashed line).
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Fig. 3.10
Fig. 3.10 Shows the magnitude variation of the voltage in volts at the output of the B-dot
with respect to frequency (measured voltage - dotted line, calculated voltage using
effective length correction - dashed line, calculated voltage using constant
correction
- solid line).
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Fig. 3.11
Fig. 3.11 Shows the oscilloscope noise when the source is turned off. The signals shown
in the plot are in the following order from the top: Math 3 (1 ^ ) in 2 mV scale, Channel 2
(Fj) in 10 mV scale, Channel 3 (F j) in 10 mV scale, and Channel 4 (F^„,) in 10 mV
scale.
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Malh3 P o s i t i o n

Math3 S e a e

Fig. 3.12 (a)
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Fig. 3.12 (b)
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Fig. 3.12 (c)
Fig. 3.12 (a), (b), (c) show the effect of noise on the signal voltage obtained from
oscilloscope measurements at 100 MHz, 400 MHz, and 1.5 GHz. The signals shown in
the plot are in the following order from the top: (a) Math 3 (F ^ ), Channel 2 (Fj),
Channel 3 (F j), and Channel 4 (F^„,), all in 10 mV scale, (b) Math 3 ( 1 ^ ) in 50 mV
scale, Channel 2 (Fj) in 50 mV scale, Channel 3 (F j) in 10 mV scale, and Channel 4
(F„„,) in 100 mV scale, (c) Math 3 (F ^ ) in 50 mV scale, Channel 2 (Fj) in 50 mV scale,
Channel 3 (Fj ) in 50 mV scale, and Channel 4 (F„„,) in 100 mV scale. The time scale is
2.5ns / div.
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Fig. 3.13 Two RL circuits excited by two different voltage sources operating at two
different frequencies.
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Fig. 3.14 I - V phasor diagram for the two circuits.
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Fig. 3.15 Shows the schematic circuit when the two voltage sources are in series.
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Fig. 3.16 I - V phasor diagram for a series resistor-inductor circuit drawn by two series
connected voltage sources of differing frequencies.
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Fig. 3.17(b)
Fig. 3.17 Show the (a) magnitude (in volts) and (b) phase variation (in radians) of the
voltage of the B-dot with respect to frequency (measured voltage - solid line, calculated
voltage - dotted line).
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Fig. 3.18 Shows the variation of the effective area of the B-dot with respect to frequency.
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Fig. 3.19. Air radial line with the B-dot.
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Fig.3.20 Schematic of the circuit generating input voltage pulse to the radial line.
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Fig. 3.21 Emitter voltage obtained from the circuit shown in Fig. 3.20. (X-axis-2.5 ns/div,
Y-axis-22 V/div).
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Fig. 3.22 B-dot voltage measurement in a radial line.
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Fig. 3.23 Fourier transform of the B-dot voltage measured from the radial line.
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Fig. 3.24 Shows the variation of the surface current density from the radial line
measurements against frequency.
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Fig 3.25 Shows the simulated model consisting of two electrodes (3 and 4), the vacuum
region (2 ) in between the electrodes, and the grid region.
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Fig 3.26 Simulated Analytic TEM outlet boundary at a radius r = 16 cm in the vacuum
region.
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Fig 3.27 Simulated circuit 1 consisting of the elements and the junctions.
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Fig 3.28. Simulated Analytic TEM outlet boundary at a radius r = 0.17 cm in the vacuum
region.
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Fig 3.29 Simulated circuit 2 modeling the impedance transformation between the coaxial
cable and the radial line, and the input voltage supplied by the cable to the radial line.
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Fig. 3.30 Simulation of the circuit probe option to view the forward input voltage.
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Fig. 3.31 Input signal as seen by the forward voltage-in probe.
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Fig. 3.32 Positioning of the magnetic field probe.
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Fig. 3.33 Magnetic field probe measuring the field variations with respect to time.
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Fig. 3.34 Fourier transform of the magnetic field variations with respect to frequency.
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Fig. 3.35 Shows the variation of surface current density obtained from GLSP with respect
to frequency.
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Fig. 3.36 Surface current density obtained from GLSP simulation (solid line) and B-dot
measurements (dotted line) are compared against frequency for an air radial line.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Two techniques have been developed to characterize the properties of the single
transmission line in a cascade transmission line network. The equal length test has been
experimentally verified yielding close comparison with other techniques for the single
line and the two line under test over a 3 GHz bandwidth. It is critical that each component
including the load is characterized over fi’equency. Singularities in the theory at discrete
firequencies provide information on the length of the line if the phase velocity of the line
is known at this frequency. Inversely, if the line length is known, an estimate for the
phase velocity and the wavenumber at the singular frequency may be determined based
on a lossless line assumption. This estimate is needed in choosing the characterized
value for the wavenumber. For the equal distance test technique the attenuation
coefficient appears to be somewhat sensitive to errors. This is observed by comparing
the attenuation coefficient of the 50 Q LUT with the 75 Q LUT. The former line with
connectors was commercially manufactured and characterized with the connectors
attached.

It is noticed that the attenuation coefficient is not only close to the

manufacturer’s specifications but is always positive. The manufactured 75 Q line was
purchased without connectors. The 50 Q connectors were crimped on the line in the
laboratory. It is believed that the effects of the connector built into the transmission line
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model of the LUT results in a negative value near the singularities of the theory also
denoted as the spike deviations of the characteristic impedance.
The future work would involve revising the model developed to characterize the test
stand so as to include the stray connector capacitances and discontinuities in the
connector geometry. It may be useful to use the error analysis as a means of choosing the
loads to optimize or minimize errors in measuring the reflection coefficient on the Vector
Network Analyzer to calculate the frequency dependent characteristic impedance and
propagation coefficient. Currently, the theory does not handle the loads well when the
À
line is an integer value of — wavelength.

Future enhancements to the model to

characterize the physics near these spike deviations may offer a more exact
characterization of the line under test.
In order to bring the experimental results closer to the simulated values, the effect of
independent resistors around the radial line need to incorporated in to the simulation, and
all the devices present in the experimental set-up need to be characterized with respect to
frequency.
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APPENDDC-I
A.

DETERMINING LINE CHARACTERISTICS BASED ON MEASURED
5„A N D ? 2 i PARAMETERS
The data provided by the manufacturer of the 75 Q line is sparse. Initial computations

yielded results that were in disagreement with the manufacturer’s claims resulting in
significant error. This may in part be due to the termination connectors added to the line
to allow for both a single and two cascade line tests to be conducted. For the single line
case, the vector network analyzer (VNA) used requires 50 Q connectors in order to
attach the device under test for measurement. In the two line test, the 75 Q cable is
attached to a 50 Q cable. Therefore, 50 Q cormectors were crimped onto both ends of
the 75 Q cable. Initial Sn measurements swept over a fi-equency range of 50 MHz to 3
GHz for the 75 Q cable with 50 Q connectors showed a behavior not common to the 50
Q cable with 50 Q connectors especially at fi-equencies above about 1 GHz. It was
deduced that, in part, the stray capacitance between the crimped 50 Q connector and the
75 Q line may alter the manufacturer’s specifications. Consequently, both the Sn and
S21 measurements were made over a frequency range of 50 MHz to 3 GHz. With the
analysis presented below, the complex characteristic impedance and propagation
coefficient are determined.
It is desired to treat the 75 Q line (without connectors) as the device under test so that
the manufacturer’s specifications may be compared to the measured data. The 50 Q
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connectors are treated as extensions to the 50 Q test set needed for S-parameter
measurements on the VNA. The input impedance of the VNA is 50 Q at both ports.
Further, internal to the VNA instrument, the forward and reverse propagating waves are
decoupled using 50 Q directional couplers that are terminated in matched loads.
Consequently, the VNA is designed around a 50 Q characteristic line connected to a
device under test.

The S parameters measured with the VNA are not the true S

parameters of the 75 Q line proper but are the S-parameters of the 75 Q line with 50 Q
connectors and associated VNA lines (lines of the VNA test set and internal VNA
directional couplers). Although the port extension option may correct the phase for
extended lengths, all other effects (e.g., insertion losses, stray capacitance, etc.) are part
of the measurement. Consequently, a transmission line circuit model is developed to
incorporate the measuring instrument (VNA with calibration test cables and connectors)
as being part of the line under test, 75 Q line proper.
Referring to Fig. A l, the transmission line located between d = L q and d = L + L q
represents the VNA machine internal lines, the VNA 50 q test cable with 50 Q
connectors, and the 50 n coimector on the LUT. In Fig. A l, the characteristic impedance
and propagation coefficient of this modeled VNA transmission line with connector
contributions are Zj, and y y respectively. The reference plane of the input port, port 1, is
located at the termination point of this line d =
reference plane using the VNA.

consistent with defining the extended

The source resistance

represents the matched

element of the VNA’s directional coupler. The line located between d = Q and d = L\ is
the LUT without connectors. The characteristic impedance and the propagation
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coefficient o f the LUT in Fig. A l are Z q and y,
resistance

respectively. The termination load

signifies the load effects of the 50 Q termination connectors of the LUT,

the VNA calibrated 50 Q test cable with connectors and themachine internal VNA 50 Q
directional couplers with matched element. The reference plane of the output port, port
2, is located just after the termination of the LUT, d = 0~. Again, this is consistent in
defining the extended reference plane of port 2 using the VNA. Since the LUT (75 Q line
without coimector) is not matched to the connectors, the VNA measured S parameters,
5", fit the following modified S -parameter definitions,

Sn = ^

when

^0

S ^ ^ = ^ w h e n V ; itQ
K

(A.l)
(A.2)

The voltage V(d), a distance d from the load end o f the LUT, is given by
(A 3)

Using conventional S-parameter notation where the incident voltage wave enters the port
and the reflected voltage wave exits the port, the total voltage at the termination point of
the LUT is
v , ^ ( d = 0) = v ;

(A.4)

shown in Fig. AL Equation (A.4) is based on the directional couplers of port 2 internal
to the VNA being matched. The input impedance of the LUT is given by Eq. (lb) where
Z(d) and y in Eq. (lb) are replaced by Z,„(ê?) and y„ respectively.
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Both an incident voltage wave and a reflected voltage wave exist at port I ’s reference
plane on the modeled VNA transmission line with connector contribution. Define dy as
the distance from the load end of the line to any other point on the line as shown in Fig.
A l. Further, define the reference plane of port 1 to be located Ady =0F. The VNA
2

where y y is purely

electronically compensates for the overall phase shift

imaginary. Analogous with Eq. (A.3), the voltage at the reference plane of port 1 is
CA5)

where Z^^ = Z^^{d = 2%). Using Kirchoffs voltage law at c/ = Zj, the voltage
amplitude on the LUT is related to the voltage amplitude of the modeled VNA
transmission line with connectors as

Vl=-

(A.6 )

Zg

1

Zl

=v:

Z.
Based on this model with the aid of Eqs. (A.4)-(A.6) the modified input reflection
2

coefficient,

, and the reverse transmission coefficient,

, are
(A.7)

^/'n Zy,
S =
21

(^ i + 2 'o) + (Zi -Zg)e 2/oA)

0

,-ZoA)

A8 )

The characteristic impedance obtained from Eq. (A. 8 ) is
J l + 3.,

1

^ 21(1 -

(A.9)

)

An expression for the propagation coefficient is obtained by substituting Eq. (A.9) into
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Eq. (A.7) where Z,„ is given by Eq. (lb) with y replaced by y„ and d =
expression. The propagation coefficient of the LUT written in terms of the

in that
and

measurables must satisfy
4ZiZp,Sij5'2i +2Z^5j^,5'2i -2Zj^ZyS^^S2i -IS^^Zl -2Z^Z^52i]+

(A. 10)

-4Z^5'i^j -4Zi5'i^i + 4Z^Z^5'ii5'2^i +4Z^ +4Z^5j, + 4Z^Z^5'2i]+

[$Zf% - 4 Z , Z , % , - 4 Z f -4 Z f^ ,. - 4 Z ,Z ,% + 4 Z fÿ :]+
— 2Z 2^5jjS2j + 2 Z j^ZyS^-^S2i + 2 Z j,5 2 j + 2 Z ^ Z j ,5 '2 j] = 0

Once the propagation coefficient has been determined from Eq. (A. 10), the characteristic
impedance may be calculated using Eq. (A.9).
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Fig. A l. Schematic diagram of the Effective line under test.
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APPENDIX n
A.2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE B-DOT

Fig. A.2.1 Picture of the B-dot.

B - dot loop

Short
circuit

Fig. A.2.2 Schematic of the B-dot construction.

Construction procedure
The B-dot is constructed by connecting the inner electrodes of the two coaxial cables
together as shown in Figs. (A.2.1) and (A.2.2). The outer surface of the two cables is
connected by a short circuit. This procedure is followed to eliminate the capacitive
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coupling shown in Fig. (A.2.3), which exists between the B-dot loop and the test line
during voltage measurements.

a

Test line

I

Capacitive coupiing
B - dot loop

Short
circuit

Fig. A.2.3 Schematic showing the capacitive coupling that exists between the test line
and the B-dot loop.

When we take the difference between the two voltage measurements, the error due to
the capacitive coupling gets canceled. For example, let the two voltages
measured by the B-dot along with the capacitive coupling (F^ ) error be Fj + F ^, Fj + F^.
When we measure the difference between the two voltage measurements, the resulting Bdot output voltage is
=

(V)
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(A.2 . 1 )

APPENDIX m
MATLAB CODE
Singleline.m

%How to use this code?
%by vijay anand subramanian
^ * * ********************************************************************
****************************************************************

% This program is used to calculate the characteristic impedance and the propagation
constant for the single line case
%this code makes use of the equal length test to characterize the line
%the vna saves the data in an excel file(1601 data points).lt needs to be imported on to
the matlab code.
%remove the text present in the excel file specifying the date and the specifications of the
VNA.
%save the excel file containing the frequency and the real part of the
%reflection coefficient when the line is terminated by a load as
% 1 . reflore.txt
%similarly save the excel file containing the frequency and the imaginary part of the
%reflection coefficient when the line is terminated by a load as
% 2 . refloim.txt
%save the file containing the frequency and real part of the reflection coefficient
%information when the line is terminated by a short circuit as
% 3. refshre.txt
% save the file containing the imaginary part of the reflection coefficient when the line is
%terminated by a short circuit as
% 4. refshim.txt
%save the file containing the variation of the load itself with respect to
%frequency as
% 5. load.txt
%save the file containing the variation of the short circuit itself with
%respect to frequency as
% 6 . shor.txt
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%and enter the length of the line and the velocity of propagation of the signal used once
the code is executed.
%save all the above mentioned text files in the folder where the code is to be placed.
^ * *********************************************************************

%How to import the saved data files on to matlab?
clear
clc
close all %cleanliness
load shor.txt; % loads the file containing the frequency and the variation of the short
circuit with respect to the fi-equency.
shor=shor(;,2)+shor(:,3)*i;
load reflore.txt;%loads the text file containing the frequency and the real part of the
reflection coefficient
%when the line is terminated by a load.
fi‘eq=reflore(:,l);%separates the fi-equency content firom the file
real=reflore(:,2 );%separates the real part fi-om the file and stores it as real
load refioim.txt;%loads the text file containing the frequency and the imaginary part of
%the reflection coefficient when the line is terminated by a load.
im=refloim(:,2 );%separates the fi-equency content from the file
si lload=real+im*i;%combines the real and imaginary part of the reflection coefficient to
make it as a complex number,
clear real;
clear im;
load refshre.txt;%loads the text file containing the fi-equency and the real part of the
reflection coefficient
%when the line is terminated by a short circuit.
real=refshre(:,2 );
load refshim.txt;%loads the text file containing the fi-equency and the imaginary part of
the reflection coefficient
%when the line is terminated by a short circuit.
im=refshim(:,2 );
si lsho=real+im*i;
clear real;
clear im;
load load.txt;% loads the file containing the frequency and the variation of the load with
respect to the frequency.
load=load(:,2)+load(:,3)*i;
^**********************************************************************
d=input('Enter the length of the line (for this example it is 0.105 m) \n');
vp=input('Enter the velocity of propagation for the line (for this example use 1 (air)) W);
for k=l:l:1601
zvna=50;%impedance o f the vector network analyzer
reflection l(k)=^l+sl 1 load(k))./( 1 -s 1 1 load(k));
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reflection! (k)=(l+sl lsho(k))./(l-sl lsho(k));
z 1 (k)=zvna. *reflection 1 (k) ;
z 2 (k)=zvna. *reflection2 (k);
%calculating the impedance of the 75 ohm line
zimp75(k)=sqrt((load(k). *shor(k). *(z 1(k)-z2(k))+(shor(k)load(k)).*zl(k).*z2 (k))./(shor(k)-ioad(k)+zl(k)-z2 (k)));

%guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*freq(k))./(3e8*0.7);%guessing the phase coefficient values
%0.7 refers to the velocity of propagation 70% of the speed of light
guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*freq(k))./(3e8.*vp);
p(k)=((shor(k).*zvna./zimp75(k)).*(l+sllsho(k))-zimp75(k).*(lsl lsho(k)))/((shor(k).*(l-sl lsho(k))-zvna.*(l+sl Isho(k))));
a(k)=real(p(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(k)=((a(k)).^2 -l+(b(k)).^ 2 )./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
v (k H - 2 .*b(k))./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
p 1 (k)=u(k)+v(k).*i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).^2+(v(k)).^2);%calculation of the attenuation coefficient
n(k)=(2.*d.*guess2(k)-phi(k))./(2.*3.14);
nl(k)=round(n(k));% getting an integer value for n
beta(k)=(l/(2*d)).*(phi(k)+2.*nl(k).*3.14);%phase coefficient calculation
gamma75(k)=alpha(k)+beta(k).*i;%propagation coefficient calculation
end
%plotting the figures
figure
plot(fi-eq,zimp7 5,'k')
xlabelf'Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Characteristic impedance (real) in ohms')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[4]);
set(gca,'linewidth',[5],'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [ 15]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.1 l,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])

figure
plot(fi-eq,imag(zimp75),'k')
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xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Characteristic impedance (imag) in ohms')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[4]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [5] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [15]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
figure
plot(fireq,alpha,'k')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabelCAttenuation coefficient in np/m')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[4]);
set(gca,'linewidth',[5],'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
figure
plot(freq,beta,'k')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Phase coefficient in rad/m')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[4]);
set(gca,'linewidth',[5],'gridlinestyle','','fonmame','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [15]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])

^**********************************************************************
****************************************************************
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WorkSO.m

%The following matlab code works for the equal length test technique to characterize a
50 ohm line
%using two loads, a short circuit and a 50 ohm load,and a short cicuit and a 150 ohm
load
%once the 1601 data points are taken from the vna it is imported on to the matlab
code.the procedure and the code is given in the file
%singleline.m
clear
clc
close all % cleanliness
%the file which contains the data points are saved in a file called line50.m this contains
the data points which works for the
%50 ohm load
load line50
%note: to use the equal length technique using the short circuit and 50 ohm as loads use
only twoline75
%in order to use the equal length technique using the short circuit an a 150 ohm as loads
use both twoline75 and line751 data files
load line751
%in order to use this program read the chapter 2 of the thesis "calibration and application
of a B-dot sensor to characterize
%the vacuum surface flashover
for k=l:l:1601
zvna=50;
reflectionl(k)=(l-i-sl 1501o(k))./(l-sl 1501o(k));
reflection2(k)=(l+sl 150sh(k))./(l-sl 150sh(k));
z 1 (k)=zvna. ““reflection 1 (k) ;
z2 (k)=zvna. *reflection2 (k);
%characteristic impedance calculation
zimp50(k)=sqrt((load(k).*shor(k).*(zl(k)-z2(k))+(shor(k)load(k)). *z 1 (k). *z2 (k))./(shor(k)-load(k)+z 1 (k)-z2 (k)));

d=.4572;%length of the astrolab 50 ohm cable in metres
guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*freq(k))./(3e8*0.703);%guess for the phase coefficient is done using
die manufacturer specification
%for the velocity of propagation for the signal through the cable
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p(k)=((shor(k).*zvna./zimp50(k)).*(l+sl 150sh(k))-zimp50(k).*(lsl 150sh(k)))/((shor(k).*(l-sl 150sh(k))-zvna.*(l+sl 150sh(k))));
a(k)=real(p(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(kH (a(k)).^ 2 -l+(b(k)).^ 2 )./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
v (k H - 2 .*b(k))./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
p 1 (k)=u(k)+v(k). *i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
%attenuation coefficient calculation
alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).^2+(v(k)).^2);
n(k)=(2.*d.*guess2(k)-phi(k))./(2.*3.14);
nl(k)=round(n(k));%rounding off to the closest integer value
%phase coefficient calculation
beta(k)=(l/(2*d)).*(phi(k)-t-2.*nl(k).*3.14);
%propagation coefficient calculation
gamma50(k)=alpha(k)+beta(k). *i;

end
%manufacturer's specification for the attenuation coefficient of the 50 ohm astrolab cable
for k=l:245
alphag(k)=0.075;
end
for k=246:517
alphag(k)=0 . 1 1 ;
end
for k=518; 1059
alphag(k)=0.15;
end
for k=1060:1601
alphag(k)=0.17;
end
%plotting the line's characteristics against frequency
figure
plot(freq,zimp50,'k:')
hold on
plot(freq,50,'k:')
%plot the real part of the characteristic impedance against frequency
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [4] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
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set(get(gca,'xlaber),'fontname','helveticaVfontweight','boldVfontsize', [ 16])
set(get(gca,'ylaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','Helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')
ylabel('Characteristic impedance(real) in ohms')
figure
plot(freq,imag(zimp5 0),'k: ')
hold on
plot(freq,0 ,'k:')
%plot the imaginary part of the characteristic impedance against fi-equency
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth',[4],'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.1 l,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fbntname','helvetica','fbntweight','bold','fbntsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')
ylabel('Characteristic impedance(imag) in ohms')
figure
plot(fi-eq,gamma5 0,'k: ')
hold on
plot(fi-eq,alphag,'k-')
%plot the attenuation coefficient against fi-equency
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [4] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[ 16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')
ylabelCAttenuation coefficient in np / m')
figure
plot(fi-eq,imag(gamma5 0),'k')
hold on
plot(fi-eq,guess2 ,'k:')
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%plot the phase coefficient against frequency
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'Iinewidth', [4] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.1 l,0.79,0,84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [16])
set(get(gca,'zlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')
ylabel('Phase coefficient in rad / m')
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Work75.m

%The following matlab code works for the equal length test technique to characterize a
75 ohm line
%using two loads, a short circuit and a 50 ohm load
%once the 1601 data points are obtained from the vna it is imported on to the matlab
code.the procedure and the code are given in the file
%singleline.m
clear
clc
close all% cleanliness
%the file which contains the data points are saved in a file called line75. this contains the
data points which works for the
%75 ohm load
load line75
%in order to use this program read the chapter 2 of the thesis "calibration and application
o f a B-dot sensor to characterize
%the vacuum surface flashover"
for k=l:l:1601
zvna=50;
reflection l(k)=(l+sl lload(k))./(l-sl lload(k));
refiection2 (k)=( 1 +s 1 lsho(k))./(l-sl Isho(k));
z 1 (k)=zvna. *refiection 1 (k) ;
z2 (k)=zvna.*reflection2 (k);
%calculating the characteristic impedance
zimp75(k)=sqrt((load(k). *shor(k). *(z 1(k)-z2(k))+(shor(k)load(k)). *z 1 (k). *z2 (k))./(shor(k)-load(k)+z 1 (k)-z2 (k)));
d=0.47;%length of the astrolab 75 ohm cable in metres
guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*freq(k))./(0.703*3e8);%guess for the phase coefficient is done using
%the manufacturer specification
%for the velocity o f propagation for the signal through the cable
p(k)=((shor(k).*zvna./zimp75(k)). *( 1+s 11 sho(k))-zimp75(k). *( 1si lsho(k)))/((shor(k).*(l-sl lsho(k))-zvna.*(l+sl Isho(k))));
a(k)=real(p(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(k)=((a(k)).^2 -l+(b(k)).^ 2 )./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
v (k H - 2 .*b(k))./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
p 1 (k)=u(k)+v(k).*i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).^2+(v(k)).^2);%attenuation coefficient calculation
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n(k)=(2.*d.*guess2(k)-phi(k))./(2.*3.14);
nl(k)=round(n(k));% getting an integer value for n
beta(k)=(l/(2*d)).*(phi(k)+2.*nl(k).*3.14);%phase coefficient calculation
gamma75(k)=alpha(k)+beta(k).*i;%propagation coefficient calculation
end
%plotting the line's characteristics against fi-equency
figure
plot(fi-eq,zimp7 5,'k')
hold on
plot(freq,75,'k:')

%plot the real part of the characteristic impedance against fi-equency
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [4] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.1 l,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')
ylabel('Characteristic impedance(real) in ohms')
figure
plot(fi-eq,imag(zimp75),'k')
hold on
plot(fi-eq,0 ,'k:')
%plot the imaginary part of the characteristic impedance against fi-equency
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth',[4],'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')
ylabel('Characteristic impedance(imag) in ohms')
figure
plot(fi-eq,gamma7 5,'k; ')
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%plot the attenuation coefficient against frequency
set(get(gca,'children'),linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth',[4],'gridlinestyle','','fontname',lielvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [16])
set(get(gca,'zlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')
ylabelCAttenuation coefficient in np / m')
figure
plot(freq,imag(ganima75),'k')

%plot the phase coefficient against frequency
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth',[4],'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [ 16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fbntname','helvetica','fbntweight','bold','fbntsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')
ylabel('Phase coefficient in rad / m')
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Sensitivity.m
%program to find the sensitivity analysis for the equal length test technique
clear
clc
close all %cleanliness
freq=[200e6 500e6 le9 2e9 3e9];%select discrete frequencies
error=[l 5 10 15 20]; %choose tiie error percentages
for k=l:l:5
r(k)=5;%select a particular resistance value
g(k)=0 .0 1 ;%select a particular conductance value
alpha(k)=sqrt(r(k).*g(k));
zvna=50;%impedance o f the vna
zimp50(k)=sqrt(r(k)./g(k));%calculate the characteristic impedance
d(k)=.4572;%assume a length
guess2(k)=2.*3.14.*freq(k).*(sqrt(8.0e-17));
gamma50(k)=alpha(k)+guess2(k).*i;
dl(k)=gamma50(k).*d(k);
load(k)=150;
%assume two loads a short circuit and a 150 ohm termination
shor(k)=0 ;
% calculate the reflection coefficient
zl(k)=zimp50(k).*(load(k).*cosh(dl(k))+zimp50(k).*sinh(dl(k)))./(zimp50(k).*cosh(dl(
k))+load(k). *sinh(d 1 (k))) ;
z2(k)=zimp50(k).*(slior(k).*cosh(dl(k))+zimp50(k).*sinh(dl(k)))./(zimp50(k).*cosh(dl(
k))+shor(k).*sinh(dl(k)));
refl (k)=(z 1 (k)-zvna)./(z 1 (k)+zvna);
ref2 (k)=(z2 (k)-zvna)./(z2 (k)+zvna);
s 11501o(k)=refl (k);
si 150sh(k)=ref2(k);

%sensitivity analysis
A(k)=(2.*load(k).*shor(k))./50;
B(k)=(load(k)-shor(k));
C(k)=(load(k)-shor(k));
for j= l:l:5
% 5 percentage variation in the reflection coefficient
slosen(j)=(error(j)).*(sl 1501o(k));
sshsen(j)=(error(j)).*(sl 150sh(k));
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zsensl(j)=(A(k).*(slosen 0 )sshsen(j))+B(k).*(slosen(j).*(l+sl 150sh(k))+sshsen(j).*(l+sl 1501o(k)))./(A(k).*(sl 1501
o(k)-sl 150sh(k))+B(k).*(l+sl 1501o(k)).*(l+sl 150sh(k))));
zsens2(j)=(C(k).*(sshsen(j). *( 1-s 11501o(k))+slosen(j).*(l-s 1150sh(k)))-50. *(slosen(j)sshsenp)))./(C(k).*(l-sl 1501o(k)).*(l-sl 150sh(k))+100.*(sl 1501o(k)-sl 150sh(k)));
%sensitivity for the characteristic impedance
impsens(j)=(zimp50(k)./2).*(zsensl(j)+zsens2(j));
zsens(j)=impsens(j)./zimp50(k);
prosenl(j)=sshsen(j).*(shor(k).*50+(zimp50(k).^2)-shor(k).*zimp50(k)50.*zimp50(k))+zsens(j).*(-2.*zimp50(k)+2.*zimp50(k).*sll50sh(k)+shor(k)shor(k).*sl 150sh(k)-50-50.*sl 150sh(k));
prosen2(j)=(l+sll50sh(k)).*(shor(k).*50-50.*zimp50(k))+(sll50sh(k)I).*((zimp50(k).^2)-shor(k).*zimp50(k));
prosen3(j)=(prosenl(j)./prosen2(j))./2;
prosen4(j)=sshsen(j).*(shor(k).*50+(zimp50(k).^2)+shor(k).*zimp50(k)+50.*zimp50(k))
+zsensQ).*(-2.*zimp50(k)+2.*zimp50(k).*sll50sh(k)shor(k)+shor(k). *s 115 Osh(k)+50+50.* shor(k)) ;
prosen5(j)=(l+sll50sh(k)).*(shor(k).*50+50.*zimp50(k))+(sll50sh(k)I).*((zimp50(k).'^2)+shor(k).*zimp50(k));
prosen6(j)=(prosen4(j)./prosen5(j))./2;
%sensitivity for the propagation coefficient
prosenl0(j)=prosen3(j)-prosen6(j);
prosen(j)=prosenl 0(j);
end
%remove the % symbol below and use this code to plot appropriate figures
%plot(error,abs(prosen),'k')%sensitivity plots for the discrete error variations for
propagation coefficient (absolute)
%plot(error,angle(prosen),'k');%sensitivity plots for the discrete error variations for
propagation coefficient (phase)
%plot(error,abs(zsens),'k');%sensitivity plots for the discrete error variations for
characteristic impedance (absolute)
plot(error,angle(zsens),'k');%sensitivity plots for the discrete error variations for
characteristic impedance (phase)
j= 0 ;
hold on
ylabel('Characteristic impedance (phase value) sensitivity')
xlabel('Percentage error in reflection coefficient measurements')

end
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
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set(gca,'linewidth', [2 ] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
set(get(gca,'ylaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
set(get(gca,'zlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[15])
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Twoline50.m

%program to compare the single line 50 ohm with the two line 50 ohm line
%The following matlab code works for the equal length test technique to
%characterize a 50 ohm line and compares it with the unknown 50 ohm line obtained
%by performing the two line case with the known 75 ohm line
%using two loads, a short circuit and a 50 ohm load
%once the 1601 data points are obtained from the vna it is imported on to the matlab
code.the procedure and the code is given in the file
%singleline.m
clear
clc
close all %cleanliness
load twoline75 %load the data file containing the data points to calculate the single line
50 ohm case
for k = l:l: 1601
zvna=50;
aas(k)=(l+sl 1501o(k))./(l-sl 1501o(k));
aasl(k)=(l+sl 150sh(k))./(l-sl 150sh(k));
z 1 (k)=zvna.*aas(k);
z2 (k)=zvna. *aas 1 (k);
%characterisitic impedance
zimp5 O(k)=sqrt((load(k). *shor(k). *(z 1(k)-z2(k))+(shor(k)load(k)). *zl (k). *z2 (k))./(shor(k)-load(k)+z 1 (k)-z2 (k)));

d=.4572;%length of the 50 ohm astrolab cable
guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*freq(k))./(3e8*0.703);%phase coefficient calculation based on
% the manufacturer's specification
%velocity of propagation o f light
%is 0.703*speed of light
p(k)=((shor(k).*zvna./zimp50(k)).*(l+sl 150sh(k))-zimp50(k).*(lsl 150sh(k)))/((shor(k).*(l-sl 150sh(k))-zvna.*(l+sl 150sh(k))));
a(k)=real(p(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(kH (a(k)).^ 2 -l+(b(k)).^ 2 )./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
v(k)=(-2 .*b(k))./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
p 1 (k)=u(k)+v(k).*i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).^2+(v(k)).^2);%attenuation coefficient calculation
n(k)=(2 .*d.*guess2(k)-phi(k))./(2.*3.14);
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nl(k)=round(n(k));
beta(k)=(l/(2*d)).*(phi(k)+2.*nl(k).*3.14);%phase coefficient calculation
gamma50(k)=alpha(k)+beta(k).*i;%propagation coefficient calculation
end
figure
plot(freq,zimp5 0,'k')
hold on
%program which calculates the two line 50 ohm line case with the known 75 ohm line
%program which calculates the known 75 ohm line
clear
clc
load matlab
load line75
load s2501o
%load the data files containing the data points to calculate the two line 50
ohm case
for k=l:l:1601

zvna=50;
aas(k)=(l+sl lload(k))./(l-sl lload(k));
aasl(k)=(l+sl lsho(k))./(l-sl Isho(k));
z 1 (k)=zvna.*aas(k);
z2 (k)=zvna.*aas 1 (k);
%calculating the impedance of the 75 ohm line
zimp75(k)=sqrt((load(k).*shor(k).*(zl(k)-z2(k))+(shor(k)load(k)).*zl (k). *z2 (k))./(shor(k)-load(k)+z 1 (k)-z2 (k)));

d-.47;
guess2(k)==(2.*pi.*fi-eq(k))./(3e8*0.7);%guessing the phase coefficient values
p(k)=((shor(k). *zvna./zimp75(k)). *( 1+s 11 sho(k))-zimp75(k). *( 1si Isho(k)))/((shor(k).*(l-sl lsho(k))-zvna.*(l+sl lsho(k))));
a(k)=real^(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(k)=((a(k)).^2 -l+(b(k)).- 2 )./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
v (k H - 2 *b(k))./((a(k)-l)./'2 +(b(k))./'2 );
p 1 (k)=u(k)+v(k). *i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).^2+(v(k)).''^2);%calculation of the attenuation coefficient
n(k)=(2.*d.*guess2(k)-phi(k))./(2.*3.14);
nl(k)==round(n(k));% getting an integer value for n
beta(k)=(l/(2*d)).*(phi(k)+2.*nl(k).*3.14);%phase coefficient calculation
gamma75(k)=alpha(k)+beta(k).*i;
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end
%program which calculates the two line 50 ohm impedance using the known 75 ohm line
d=0.47;
for k=l:l:1601
aast(k)=(l+s2501o(k))./(l-s2501o(k));
aast 1(k)=( l+s250sho(k))./( 1-s250sho(k));
%coding the equal length technique two line theory
gxl(k)=((zvna.*aast(k).*cosh(gamma75(k).*d))-(zimp75(k).*sinh(gamma75(k).*d)));
gx2(k)=((zimp75(k).*cosh(gamma75(k).*d))-(zvna.*aast(k).*sinh(gamma75(k).*d)));
zt 1(k^zimp75(k). *(gx 1(k)./gx2(k));

yl(k)=((zvna.*aastl(k).*cosh(gamma75(k).*d))-(zimp75(k).*sinh(gamma75(k).*d)));
y2(k)=((zimp75(k).*cosh(gamma75(k).*d))-(zvna.*aastl(k).*sinh(gamma75(k).*d)));
zt2(k)=zimp75(k).*yl(k)./y2(k);
%characteristic impedance calculation
zimpt(k)=sqrt((load(k). *shor(k). *(zt 1 (k)-zt2 (k))+(shor(k)load(k)). *ztl (k). *zt2 (k))./(shor(k)-load(k)+zt 1 (k)-zt2 (k)));
d=0.4632;%length of the 50 ohm line is extended so as to include the length o f the
connector connecting the 50 ohm line
% to the 75 ohm line, the cormector is assumed to have all the properties of the 50
ohm line
guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*freq(k))./(3e8*0.703);
p(k)=((shor(k). *zvna./zimpt(k)). *( 1+s25 Osho(k))-zimpt(k). *( 1 s250sho(k)))/((shor(k).*(l-s250sho(k))-zvna.*(l+s250sho(k))));
a(k)=real(p(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(k)=((a(k))./'2-l4(b(k))./^2)./((a(k)-l)./'2+(b(k))./^2);
v(kH-2.*b(k))./((a(k).l).^2+(b(k))./^2);
p 1 (k)=u(k)+v(k). *i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).^2+(v(k)).^2);
n(k)=(2.*d.*guess2(k)-phi(k))./(2.*3.14);
n l (k)=round(n(k));
beta(kKl/(2*d)).*(phi(k)+2.*nl(k).*3.14);
gammat(k)=alpha(k)+beta(k).*i;
end
plot(freq,zimpt,'k:')
%title('single line 50 ohm impedance vs two line 50 ohm impedance')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
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set(gca,linewidth', [4] ,'gridlinestyie','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [ 16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [16])
set(get(gca,'ylaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
%title(' coefficient from si 1 and s l 2 : si l(two loads) and comp code vs freq')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
Ylabel('Phase coefficient in rad / m')
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Twoline75.m
%program to calculate the properties of a transmission line using two line theory
%program which calculates the characteristics of a single line (75 ohm as specified by the
manufacturer)
clear
clc
%cleanliness
close all
%once the 1601 data points are taken fi-om the vna it is imported on to the matlab
code.the procedure and the code is given in the file
%singleline.m
load matlab %file containing the values obtained fi-om VNA which are imported on to
the matlab as variables
load line75 %for single line 75 ohm line, this code makes use of the equal length test
technique

for k=l:l;1601
zvna=50;%impedance of the vna
aas(k)=(l+sl lload(k))./(l-sl lload(k));
aasl(k)=(l+sl lsho(k))./(l-sl Isho(k));
zl (k)=zvna. *aas(k);
z2 (k)=zvna.*aas 1 (k);
%calculating the impedance of the 75 ohm line
zimp75(k)=sqrt((load(k). *shor(k). *(z 1(k)-z2(k))+(shor(k)load(k)).*zl (k).*z2 (k))./(shor(k)-load(k)+z 1 (k)-z2 (k)));

d=.47;%length of the cable whose properties are to be determined
guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*fi-eq(k))./(3e8*0.703);%guessing the phase coefficient values
p(k)=((shor(k).*zvna./zimp75(k)).*(l+sllsho(k))-zimp75(k).*(lsl lsho(k)))/((shor(k).*(l-sl lsho(k))-zvna.*(l+sl Isho(k))));
a(k)=real^(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(k)=((a(k)).^2 -l+(b(k)).^ 2 )./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
v(k)=(-2 .*b(k))./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
p 1 (k)=u(k)+v(k). *i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).^2+(v(k)).^2);% attenuation coefficient calculation
n(k)=(2 .*d. *guess2(k)-phi(k))./(2.*3.14);
nl(k)=round(n(k));% getting an integer value for n
beta(k)=(l/(2*d)).*(phi(k)+2.*nl(k).*3.14);%phase coefficient calculation
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%propagation coefficient calculation
gamma75(k)=alpha(k)+beta(k).*i;
end
figure
plot(freq,(zimp75),'k') %plotting the phase coefficient values with respect to fi-equency
for the single line
hold on

%program which calculates the properties when two lines are connected together with an
unknown 75 ohm along with a known 50 ohm line
clear
clc
load Dou75
%file containing the values (1601 points) obtained fi-om vna which are
imported on to the matlab for the single 50 ohm line
load twoline75
% and an unknown 75 ohm line
%program which calculates the properties of the known 50 ohm (as specified by the
manufacturer) line

for k=l:l:1601

zvna=50;
aas(k)=(l+sl 1501o(k))./(l-sl 1501o(k));
a a sl(k )^ l+ sl 150sh(k))./(l-sl 150sh(k));
z 1 (k)=zvna. *aas(k);
z 2 (k)=zvna. *aas 1 (k);
%calculating the impedance of the 50 ohm line
zimp50(k)=sqrt((load(k).*shor(k).*(zl(k)-z2(k))+(shor(k)load(k)).*z 1 (k). *z2 (k))./(shor(k)-load(k)+z 1 (k)-z2 (k)));

d=.4572;%length of the known 50 ohm line
guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*fi-eq(k))./(3e8*0.703);
p(k)=((shor(k). *zvna./zimp5 0(k)). *( 1+s 1150sh(k))-zimp50(k). *( 1s 115 Osh(k)))/((shor(k). *( 1-s 1150sh(k))-zvna. *( 1+s 115 Osh(k))));
a(k)=real(p(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(k)K(a(k)).^2 -l+(b(k)).^ 2 )./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
v(k)=(-2 .*b(k))./((a(k).l)./^2 +(b(k))./^2 );
p 1 (k)=u(k)+v(k).*i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
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alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).^2+(v(k)).^2);
n(k)=(2.*d. *guess2(k)-phi(k))./(2 .*3.14);
n 1 (k)=round(n(k)) ;
beta(k)=( l/(2*d)). *(phi(k)+2 .*nl(k).*3.14);
%caicuiating the propagation coefficient of the 50 ohm line
gamma50(k)=alpha(k)+beta(k).*i;
end
%program which calculates the two line 75 ohm impedance using the known 50 ohm line
clear d;
d=0.4632;%length of the 50 ohm line is extended so as to include the length of the
connector connecting the 50 ohm line
% to the 75 ohm line, the cormector is assumed to have all the properties of the 50
ohm line
for k=l:l:1601
aast(k)=( 1+dou7 5lo(k))./( 1-dou7 5lo(k)) ;
aast 1(k)=( 1+dou7 5sh(k))./( 1-dou7 5sh(k)) ;
%calculating the characteristic impedance based on two line theory
gxl(k)=((zvna.*aast(k).*cosh(gamma50(k).*d))-(zimp50(k).*sinh(gamma50(k).*d)));
gx2(k)=((zimp5 0(k). *cosh(gamma50(k). *d))-(zvna. *aast(k). *sinh(gamma5 0(k). *d)));
ztl(k)=zimp50(k).*(gxl(k)./gx2(k));

yl(k)=((zvna.*aastl(k).*cosh(gamma50(k).*d))-(zimp50(k).*sinh(gamma50(k).*d)));
y2(k)=((zimp50(k).*cosh(gamma50(k).*d))-(zvna.*aastl(k).*sinh(gamma50(k).*d)));
zt2(k)=zimp50(k).*yl(k)./y2(k);

%calculation o f the impedance of the unknown 75 ohm line
zimpt(k)=sqrt((load(k).*shor(k).*(ztl(k)-zt2 (k))+(shor(k)load(k)).*ztl(k).*zt2 (k))./(shor(k)-load(k)+ztl(k)-zt2 (k)));
d=0.47;%length of the unknown 75 ohm line
guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*fireq(k))./(3e8*0.703);
p(k)=((shor(k). *zvna./zimpt(k)). *( 1+dou7 5sh(k))-zimpt(k). *( 1dou7 5sh(k)))/((shor(k). *( 1-dou7 5sh(k))-zvna. *( 1+dou7 5sh(k)))) ;
a(k)=real(p(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(kH (a(k)).^ 2 -l+(b(k)).^ 2 )./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
v(k)=(-2 .*b(k))./((a(k)-l).^2 +(b(k)).^2 );
p 1 (k)^(k)+v(k).*i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).''^2+(v(k)).^2);
n(k)=(2.*d.*guess2(k)-phi(k))./(2.*3.14);
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nl(k)=round(n(k));
beta(k)=(l/(2*d)).*(phi(k)+2.*nl(k).*3.14);
%propagation coefficient calculation for the unknown 75 ohm line
gammat(k>=alpha(k)+beta(k).*i;
end
%plotting the phase coefficient of the 75 ohm line obtained from the two line case and 75
ohm line obtained from single line case against frequency
plot(freq,zimpt,'k: ')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth',[4],'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [ 16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [16])
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
Ylabel('Phase coefficient in radians')
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ELUT.m

%program to match the actual 75 ohm single line case with the effective line under test
75 ohm single line case which includes
%the stray capacitance effects
%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------clear
clc
close all
%cleanliness
%once the 1601 data points are taken from the vna it is imported on to the matlab code.
The procedure and the code is given in the file
%singleline.m

%the following two commands loads the data points into the variables corresponding to
the measured si 1 and s l 2 parameters
load ohmcheck
load line75
%in order to use this program read the chapter 2 and Appendix I of the thesis "calibration
and application of a B-dot sensor to characterize
%the vacuum surface flashover"
% predicting the guess values for the attenuation coefficient based on manufacturers
specifications w.r.t frequency
for k=l:245
guess7(k)=0.086;
end
fork=246:517
guess7(k)=0.12;
end
for k=518:1059
guess7(k)=0.18;
end
for k=1060:1601
guess7(k)=0.22;
end
%1601 points were taken from the vna
for k = l:l: 1601
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zvna=50;
aas(k)=(l+sl lload(k))./(l-sl lload(k));
aasl(k)=^l+sl lsho(k))./(l-sl Isho(k));

z l(k)=zvna. *aas(k);
z 2 (k)=zvna.*aasl(k);
%impedance of the 75 ohm line based on the si 1 measurements for two different loads
zimp(k)=sqrt((load(k). *shor(k).*(z 1 (k)-z2 (k))+(shor(k)-load(k)). *z 1 (k). *z2 (k))./(shor(k)load(k)+z 1 (k)-z2 (k)));

d=.47;%length of the line
guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*fi-eq(k))./(3e8*0.703);%calculating the phase coefficients for all the
1601 points
p(k)=((shor(k). *zvna./zimp(k)). *( 1 +s 1 1 sho(k))-zimp(k). *( 1 -s ll sho(k)))/((shor(k). *( 1 si lsho(k))-zvna.*(l+sl lsho(k))));
a(k)=real(p(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(kH(a(k)).^ 2 -l+(b(k)).^ 2 )./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
v(k)=(-2 .*b(k))./((a(k)-l).^2 +(b(k)).^2 );
p 1 (k)=u(k)+v(k).*i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).^2+(v(k)).^2);
n(k)=(2.*d.*guess2(k)-pW(k))./(2.*3.14);
n l (k)=round(n(k));
beta(k)=(l/(2*d)).*(phi(k)+2.*nl(k).*3.14);
%propagation coefficient of the line
gamma(k)=alpha(k)+beta(k). *i;
guess5(k)=exp(-(guess7(k)+guess2(k).*i).*0.47);% guess values for the exp(-propagation
coeff * length) term

ab2 (k)=4.*50.*load(k).*sllload(k).*s2175(k)+2.*(load(k).^2).*(sllload(k).^2).*s2175(k)2.*load(k).*50.*(sllload(k).^2).*s2175(k)-2.*s2175(k).*(load(k).^2)2.*load(k).*50.*s2175(k);
ab3(k)=-4.*(load(k).'^2). *(s 11load(k).^2)4.*(load(k).^2).*(sllload(k).'^3)+4.*load(k).*50.*sllload(k).*(s2175(k).^2)+4.*(load(k).
^2)+4.*(load(k).^2).*s 11 load(k)+4.*load(k).*50.*(s2175(k).^2);
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ab4(k)=2*load(k).*(sllload(k).^2).*s2175(k)2.*(load(k).^2).*(sllload(k).^2).*s2175(k)+2.*load(k).*50.*sllload(k).*s2175(k)2.*load(k).*sllload(k).*s2175(k)2.*load(k).*50.*sllload(k).*s2175(k)+2.*(load(k).^2).*sllload(k).*s2175(k);
ab5(k)=^.*(load(k).^2).*(sllload(k).^3)-4.*load(k).*50.*(s2175(k).^2).*sllload(k)4.*(load(k).^2)-4.*(load(k).^2).*sllload(k)4.*load(k).*50.*(s2175(k).^2)+4.*(load(k).^2).*(sllload(k).^2);
ab6 (k)=
4.*load(k).*50.*sllload(k).*s2175(k)2.*(load(k).^2).*(sllload(k).^2).*s2175(k)+2.*load(k).*50.*(sllload(k).^2).*s2175(k)+2
.*(load(k).^2).*s2175(k)+2.*load(k).*50.*s2175(k);
%finding the roots of the polynomial equation to calculate the propagation coefficient
for the expression obtained using approach 2
ztechl(:,k)=roots([ab2(k) ab3(k) 0 ab5(k) ab6 (k) 0]);
r(k)=ztechl(4,k);
ab(k)=(r(k).^5).*ab2(k)+(r(k).M).*ab3(k)+(r(k).^3).*ab4(k)+(r(k).^2).*ab5(k)+(r(k)).*ab
6 (k);%checking whether the roots yield a zero value when substituted back into the
equation
end
%comparing the guess values with the values obtained and selecting the root which is
closer to the guess value
for m=l:5
error(m,:)=abs((ztechl(m,:))-(guess5));
errorl(m,:)=abs((real((ztechl(m,:)))-real(guess5))./(real(guess5)));
error2(m,:)=abs((imag((ztechl(m,:)))-imag(guess5))./(imag(guess5)));
end

for i=l:1601
[mt,it]=min(errorl(:,i));%stores the value and the address corresponding to the
minimum value
[mt 1 ,it 1 ]=min(error2 (: ,i));
errormin(l,i)=mt;
if ( it= itl) %checking whether the guess index and the minimum value index are the
same?
solmin(l,i)=ztechl(it,i);%for the particular column find the minimum value
else
solmin(l,i)=ztechl(4,i);%best value manually selected
end
end
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%impedance calculations using the obtained propagation coefficient values
for k=l:1601
gamnew(:,k)—log(ztechl(:,k))./d;%propagation coefficient calculation

%impedance calculation for the 75 ohm line
z75(:,k)=(2.*load(k).*(l+sllload(k)).*(exp(-garrmew(:,k).*d))s2175(k).*load(k).*(l+exp(-2.*ganmew(:,k).*d)))./(s2175(k).*(l -exp(2 .*ganmew(: ,k). *d)));
end
%checking the impedance obtained against the theoretical value 75 ohm
for m=l:5
errom(m,:)=abs(real(z75(m,:)-75));%find the difference between the manufacturer's
specs and the impedance
%obtained from the effective line technique
end
for i=l:1601
[mt2 ,it2 ]=min(errom(:,i));
%select the minimum value from the difference
calculated above for the impedance
solution(l,i)=z75(it2,i);
%associate the value selected to the actual impedance
value calculated for the 75 ohm line
gamn(l,i)=gamnew(it2 ,i);
%select the corresponding propagation coefficient
value with respect to the selected impedance

end
for k=l:1601
sller(k)=solution(k).*((load(k)+solution(k))+(load(k)-solution(k)).*exp(2.*gamn(k).*d))-50.*(((load(k)+solution(k))-(load(k)-solution(k)).*exp(2 .*gamn(k).*d)));
sllerl(k)-solution(k).*((load(k)+solution(k))+(load(k)-solution(k)).*exp(2.*gamn(k).*d))+50.*(((load(k)+solution(k))-(load(k)-solution(k)).*exp(2 .*gamn(k).*d)));
si ler 2 (k)=sl ler(k)./sl lerl(k);
sller3(k)=sllload(k)-sller2(k); %substituting back the impedance and propagation
values in the equation to check whether the result is zero.
subt(k)=abs(imag(gamn(k))-beta(k));
subtl(k)=subt(k)./(2.*3.14);
end

for k=l:1601
n5(k)=(2. *d. *guess2(k)-subt 1(k))./(2. *3.14);
n l 5(k)=round(n5(k));
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beta5(k)=(l/(2*d)).*(subtl(k)+2.*nl5(k).*3.14);%phase coefficient calculation for the
effective line under test
end
plot(freq,solution,'k:')%characteristic impedance for the 75 ohm effectiveline under test
hold on
plot(freq,zimp,'k')%real part of the characteristic impedance for the 75 ohm using single
line technqiues
plot(freq,75,'k—')%impedance specified by the manufacturer
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
Ylabel('Characteristic hnpedance(real) (ohms)')
%plot embellishments
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [4] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
figure
plot(fi:eq,imag(solution),'k:')%imag part of the characteristic impedance for the 75 ohm
effective line under test
hold on
plot(fi-eq,imag(zimp),'k')%imag part of the characteristic impedance for the 75 ohm
using single line technqiues
plot(fi-eq,0 ,'k—')%impedance specified by the manfacturer

xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
Ylabel('Characteristic Impedance(imag) (ohms)')
%plot embellishments
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [4] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
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figure
plot(fi-eq,beta5,'k:')%phase coefficient for the 75 ohm effective line under test
hold on
plot(fi-eq,beta,'k')%phase coefficient for the 75 ohm using single line technqiues
plot(fi-eq,guess2 ,'k—')%phase coefficient specified by the manufacturer
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
Ylabel('Phase coefficient in rad / m')
%plot embellishments
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [4] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fbntname','helvetica','fbntweight','bold','fbntsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
figure
plot(fi-eq,gamn,'k:')%attenuation coefficient for the 75 ohm effective line under test
hold on
plot(fi-eq,alpha,'k')%attenuation coefficient for the 75 ohm using single line technqiues
plot(freq,guess7,'k—')%attenuation values specified by the manufacturer
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
YlabelCAttenuation coefficient (np / m)')
%plot embellishments
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[3]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [4] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [16]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
set(get(gca,'title'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[16])
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Current density.m

%This matlab code is written so as to find the surface current density on a
%radial line using a calibrated B-dot.
% The data points obtained from the GLSP code for the magnetic field on a
% radial line
%is used to find the surface current density
%experimental and simulated results are compared
%Read chapter 3 o f the thesis titled ‘calibration and application of a B-dot sensor to
study the initiation of vacuum surface flashover’
%this code makes use of the equal length test for the single line case to characterize the
coaxial line
%once the 1601 data points are taken from the vna it is imported on to the matlab
code.the procedure and the code is given in the file
%singleline.m
^**********************************************************

clear
clc
close all %cleanliness
% after importing all the files on to matalb the workspace containing the parameters for
the single (coaxial) line case was
% saved in a file called lineSO.mat
load lineSO
for k=l:l:1601
zvna=50;%impedance o f the vna
aa(k)=(l+sl 1501o(k))./(l-sl 1501o(k));
aal(k)=(l+sl 150sh(k))./(l-sl 150sh(k));
z 1 (k)=zvna.*aa(k);
z2 (k)=zvna. *aal (k);
%calculating the impedance of the 50 ohm cable
zimp50(k)=sqrt((load(k).*shor(k).*(zl(k)-z2(k))+(shor(k)load(k)).*zl (k).*z2 (k))./(shor(k)-load(k)+z 1 (k)-z2 (k)));
d=.4572;%length of the 50 ohm astrolab cable
guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*freq(k))./(3e8*0.7);% the velocity of propagation for the 50 ohm cable
is 0.7
p(k)=((shor(k).*zvna./zimp50(k)).*(l+sll50sh(k))-zimp50(k).*(lsl 150sh(k)))/((shor(k).*(l-sl 150sh(k))-zvna.*(l+sl 150sh(k))));
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a(k)=real(p(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(kH (a(k)).^ 2 -l+(b(k)).^ 2 )./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
v (k H - 2 .*b(k))./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
p 1 (k)=u(k)+v(k).*i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).^2+(v(k)).'^2);
n(k)=(2.*d.*guess2(k)-phi(k))./(2.*3.14);
n l (k)=round(n(k));
beta(k)=(l/(2*d)).*(phi(k)+2.*nl(k).*3.14);
% propagation coefficient for the 50 ohm cable
gamma50(k)=alpha(k)+beta(k).*i;
end
^**********************************************************************
*************

%the data file containing the variables with regard to the coaxial line is saved in
newcoax.mat
% this file can be created by importing the values obtained from the vna to the matlab for
the coaxial line
clear d;
load newcoax
%loop to calculate the impedance and the propagation constant
for k=l:l:1601
zvna=50;
aa(k)=(l+sl lload(k))./(l-sl lload(k));
a a l(k )^ l+ s l lsho(k))./(l-sl lsho(k));
z 1 (k)=zvna. *aa(k);
z 2 (k)=zvna.*aal(k);
%calculating the impedance of the 75 ohm line
zimp75(k)=sqrt((load(k). *shor(k). *(z 1(k)-z2(k))+(shor(k)load(k)). *z 1 (k). *z2 (k))./(shor(k)-load(k)+z 1 (k)-z2 (k)));
d=0 . 1 0 2 ;%length of the coaxial test line

%guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*£req(k))./(3e8*0.7);%guessing the phase coefficient values
%0.7 refers to the velocity of propagation 70% of the speed of light
guess2(k)=(2.*pi.*fi-eq(k))./(3e8);%velocity of propagation of the signal is 1
p(k)=((shor(k).*zvna./zimp75(k)).*(l+sllsho(k))-zimp75(k).*(lsl lsho(k)))/((shor(k).*(l-sl lsho(k))-zvna.*(l+sl Isho(k))));
a(k)=reali(k));
b(k)=imag(p(k));
u(k)=((a(k)).^2 -l+(b(k)).^ 2 )./((a(k)-l).^ 2 +(b(k)).^2 );
v(k)=(-2 .*b(k))./((a(k) - 1 ).^2 +(b(k)).^2 );
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p 1 (k)=u(k)+v(k).*i;
phi(k)=angle(pl(k));
alpha(k)=(l/(4*d)).*log((u(k)).^2+(v(k)).^2);%calculation of the attenuation coefficient
n(k)=(2.*d.*guess2(k)-phi(k))./(2.*3.14);
nl(k)=round(n(k));% getting an integer value for n
beta(k)=( l/( 2 *d)). *(phi(k)+2 .*nl (k).*3.14);%phase coefficient calculation
%propagation coefficient calculation
gamma75(k)=alpha(k)+beta(k).*i;
%characteristic impedance calculation for the coaxial line
%z2kl(k)=zimp75(k).*(load(k).*cosh(gamma75(k).*d)+zimp75(k).*sinh(gamma75(k).*
d))./(zimp75(k).*cosh(gamma75(k).*d)+load(k).*sinh(gamma75(k).*d));
end
^**********************************************************************
***************

%the discrete fi-equencies selected to work with the coaxial line
%the bandwidth of interest is from 100 mhz to 1.5 ghz
freql=[ 100e6 200e6 400e6 800e6 1000e6 1200e6 1400e6 1500e6];
%the output voltage o f the coaxial line measured on the oscilloscope
voltl=[261.3e-3 260.4e-3 248.9e-3 245.1e-3 229.6e-3 136.4e-3 77.94e-3 68.33e-3];
%the phase value o f the voltage measured on the oscilloscope, it is the phase difference
between the output of the B-dot voltage
%and the output of the coaxial line
phasel=[-92.7 -75.43 -95.77 -91.47 -97.26 -113.7 -143.8 -94.09];
freq2 =fteq;
%output voltage o f the B-dot
vdotl=[17.87e-3 32.47e-3 61.4e-3 104.2e-3 118.4e-3 64.09e-3 35.47e-3 40.17e-3];
^**********************************************************************
*****************

for k=l:length(freql)
check=abs(freq2 -fi-eql (k));
[x,y]=min(check);
al(k)=y;
a2 (k)=fi-eq2 (a 1 (k));
end
for k=l;length(al)

%this code is to select the discrete frequencies from 1601
% points and select the corresponding characteristic
%impedance and propagation coefficient values
zimp(k)=zimp50(al(k)); %imp values corresponding to the discrete frequency freql
prop(k)=gamma50(al(k)); %propagation coefficient values for the freql
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zimp 1(k)=zimp7 5(a 1(k)) ;
prop 1(k^gatnma7 5(a 1(k));

end
^ * *********************************************************************
*******************

%length of the attenuator
dl=0.025;
%length o f the cable from scope to attenuator
d2=0.4612;
%length o f the cable from output of bdot to scope
d3=0.4662;

clear i;

atn=31.62 ;%attenuation o f the attenuator exp(30 / 8 .6 8 6 ) for a 30 db attenuator for all
frequencies
%the variation of the attenuator impedance with respect to frequency
loadimp=[49.1+.0195i 49.5+.0195i 49.6+0.293i 49.7+0.264i 49.8+0.324i 49.8+.0324i
49.9+0.232i 49.8+0.213i];
k= 0 ;
for k=l:length(freql)
if (real(propl(k ) ) ) < 0
%neglecting the values of attenuation from the coaxial line
which are negative
prop 1 (k)=imag(prop 1 (k)).*i;
end
refl(k)=(loadimp(k)-zimp 1 (k))./(loadimp(k)+zimp 1 (k));
phaterm(k)=( 1 -refl(k).*exp(-2 .*prop 1 (k).*0.051));
[the(k),rho(k)]=cart2 pol(real(phaterm(k)),imag(phaterm(k)));%converting the phase
term in rectangular coordinates to polar coordinates
voltagell(k)=voltl(k).*exp(real(prop(k)).*d2).*atn.*exp(real(propl(k)).*(0.051)).*rho(k
);%actual value
%actual value
impmag(k) = 1 /(zimp 1 (k).*( 1 +refl(k))) ;
[thetal l(k) impmagl(k)]=cart2 pol(real(impmag(k)),imag(impmag(k)));
rhol l(k)=(voltagel l(k).*impmagl(k))./(6.28.*0.003);
%magnitude of the current density term
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%calculating the magnitude and phase value of the current density from the voltage
measurements made at the output of the coaxial line

end
**********************

clear n;
clear n l;
clear i;
k= 0 ;
%phase calculation for the output of the line including the attenuator
%assuming the phase value of the voltage at the output of the coaxial line to be zero
with respect to the bdot voltage
% velocity o f propagation values for the attenuator
vp=[0.7 0.63 0.55 0.5 0.67 0.56 0.6 0.56];
h=[ 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.085 0.085 0.085 0.085] ;%attenuation values for the B-dot cable
for k = l : 8
n5(k)=0;
n(k)=0 ;
nl(k)= 0 ;
phase 1 1 (k)=phase 1 (k).*(3.14/180);
betad(k)=2.*3.14.*freql(k)./(3e8*0.66);%phase coefficient value for the B-dot
betal(k)=imag(prop(k));%phase coefficient value for the cables connecting the
scope to the B-dot and the attenuator
beta2(k)=2.*3.14.*freql(k)./(3e8.*vp(k))
; %phase coefficient value for the
attenuator
%calculating the magnitude of the voltage at the output of the B-dot
%from the voltage obtained at the output of the coaxial line
magvll(k)=4.*3.14e-7.*1.57e-6.*2.*3.14.*freql(k).*rholl(k).*exp(-h(k).*0.0457);
%calculating the integer value of n
n l I(k)=(beta2(k).*dl+betal(k).*d2+imag(propl(k)).*(0.051)-phasel l(k)betal(k).*d3-(3.14/2)-betad(k).*0.0457+thetall(k)+the(k))./(6.28);
nl2(k)=round(nl l(k));%phase correction term the voltage at the output of the B-dot

%magnitude and phase value of the B-dot voltage in polar coordinates
magvbdot 11 (k)=vdot 1(k).*exp(real(prop(k)). *d3);
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%calculating the phase value of the voltage at the output of B-dot
%from B-dot voltage measurements
phasevhdotl l(k)=phasel I(k)+betal(k).*d3+2.*3.14.*nl2(k);
%comparing the above phase values with the phase values calculated
%at the output of B-dot from the voltage measured at the output of the coaxial line

phasevi I(k)=betal(k).*d2+beta2(k).*dl+imag(propl(k)).*(0.05 l)+thetal l(k)+the(k)(3.14/2)-betad(k).*0.0457;

end

**************************

%magnitude correction
count5=0;
count7=0;
for k=l:5
magk(k)=log((magvbdotll(k).*6.28.*0.003)./(4.*3.14e-7.*1.57e6.*2.*3.14.*freql(k).*rho(k).*impmagl(k).*voltl(k)));
magkl(k)=((magvbdotll(k).*6.28.*0.003)./(4.*3.14e-7.*1.57e6.*2.*3.14.*freql(k).*rho(k).*impmagl(k).*voltl(k)));
alphak(k)=h(k).*0.0457-real(prop(k)).*d2-(30/8.686)-real(propl(k)).*0.051;
distancel(k)=(magk(k)+alphak(k))./(real(prop(k)));%checking for a relatively constant
pattern for the distance
%using the attenuation of the cables connecting the
oscilloscope and
%the coaxial line
distance2 (k)=(magk(k)+alphak(k))./(real(propl(k)));%checking for a relatively constant
pattern for the distance
%using the attenuation of
%the coaxial line
distance3(k)=(magk(k)+alphak(k))./(138.15);
%checking for a relatively constant
pattern for the distance
%using the attenuation
% ofthe attenuator
count5=count5+distance3(k);
kl(k)=magkl(k).*exp(alphak(k)); %second error detection method by assigning the
error to a constant
count7=count7+k 1(k);
end
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sum=count5/5;% since a pattern was found for 5 values w.r.t distance using the
attenuation of the attenuator only 5 values
%are used for averaging
sum2=count7/5;
for k = l : 8
%implementing the first correction term with respect to distance in the
%magnitude equation for the voltage at the output of the B-dot from the
%output voltage measured at the output o f the coaxial line
magvl5(k)=4.*3.14e-7.*1.57e-6.*2.*3.14.*freql(k).*rholl(k).*exp(h(k).*0.0457).*exp(138.15*sum);
magvl6(k)=(4.*3.14e-7.* 1.57e6.*2.*3.14.*freql(k).*voltl(k).*rho(k).*impmagl(k).*atn.*exp(h(k).*0.0457).*exp(real(propl(k)).*0.051).*exp(real(prop(k)).*d2).*sum2)./(6.28*.003);
%implementing the second correction term (constant term ) in the
%magnitude equation instead of the distance correction term
end

**

%plotting the magnitude of the B-dot voltage obtained at the output of
%the B-dot from measurements and calculations

figure
plot(freq 1 ,magvbdot 1 1 ,'ko')
hold on
plot(freq 1 ,magvbdot 1 1 ,'k: ')
plot(freq 1 ,magv 1 1 ,'k* ')
plot(freq 1 ,magv 1 1 ,'k-')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Magnitude o f the voltage in volts at the output of the B-dot')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[2 ]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [2 ] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fbntname','helvetica','fbntweight','bold','fbntsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])

figure
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plot(freq 1 ,magvbdot 1 1 ,'ko')
hold on
plot(freq 1 ,magvbdot 1 1 ,'k:')
plot(freql,magvl5,'k*')%plotting the corrected magnitude term for the distance of the
attenuator
plot(fi-eql,magvI5,'k—')%plotting the corrected magnitude term for the constant
plot(fteq 1 ,magv 16,'k')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Magnitude of the voltage in volts at the output o f the B-dot')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[2 ]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [2 ] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [ 1 2 ]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'tic k le n ^ ',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'ylaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'zlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweighf,'bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])

*************************************

figure
plot(freql,phasevbdotl 1 ,'ko')
hold on
plot(freql,phasevbdotl 1 ,'k:')
%plotting the phase calculated at the output of the bdot
% fi-om measured and calculated
% voltages
plot(freql,phasevi 1 ,'k*')
plot(freql,phasevi 1 ,'k—')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Phase of the voltage in radians at the output of the B-dot')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[2 ]);
set(gca,'linewidth',[2 ],'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84] ,'ticklength', [0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])

for k = l : 8
if phasevhdotl l(k)>6.28
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phasecorr=0 ;
phasevbdotl2 (k)=phasevbdotl l(k);
while phasevbdotl2(k)>6.28
phasevbdot 12(k)=phasevbdot ll(k)-2.*3.14. *phasecorr ; %convertmg the
% phase terms of the measured voltage
%to lie within +/- 2 pi
phasecorr=phasecorr+l ;
end
phasevbdot 12(k)=phasevbdot 11(k)-2 .*3.14.* (phasecorr-1) ;
else
phasevbdot 1 2 (k)=phasevbdot 1 l(k);
end
end
clear phasecorr;
fo rk = l ; 8
if phasevi l(k)>6.28
phasecorr=0 ;
phasevi 2 (k)=phasevl l(k);
while phasevl2(k)>6.28
phasevi2(k)=phasevl l(k)-2.*3.14.*phasecorr;
%converting the phase
%terms of the calculated voltage
%to lie within +/- 2 pi
phasecorr=phasecorr+ 1 ;
end
phaseV12(k)=phasev 1l(k)-2.*3.14.*(phasecorr-l);
else
phasevi 2 (k)=phasevl l(k);
end
end
figure
plot(fireql ,phasevbdotl 2 ,'ko')
hold on
plot(freql,phasevbdotl2 ,'k:')

%plotting the phase of the measured and calculated
%voltages which lies within +/- 2 pi

plot(fi-eql,phasevi 2 ,'k*')
plot(fi-eq 1 ,phaseV1 2 ,'k~')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Phase of the voltage in radians at the output of the B-dot')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[2 ]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [2 ] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [ 1 2 ]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
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set(get(gca,'xlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontaame','Helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[12])
set(get(gca,'zlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
0^ ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

**************************

^ * *********************************************************************
******************************************

for k = l ; 8
errorl l(k)=phasevl l(k)-phasevbdot 1 l(k);
d l l(k)=errorl l(k)./(imag(prop(k)));
%checking the distances so
dl5(k)=errorl l(k)./beta 2 (k);
d 16(k)=error 1 1 (k)./(imag^rop 1 (k))) ;
end
c=l;
^ 0;
while c<9
f=f+d 1 1 (c);
%fmding the average error in the distance which needs to be incorporated in to
phase
c=c+l;
%as average phase error to make the difference between the phase
value calculated from
end
% B-dot measurements and calculated
s=fr8 ; %effective length calculation for the phase
clear i;
for k = l : 8
g(k)=imag(prop(k)).*s;
phasenew(k)=phaseV1 2 (k)-g(k) ; %correcting the phase using the effective length
phasev5(k)=beta2(k).*dl+betal(k).*d2+imag(propl(k)).*(0.051)+thetall(k)+the(k)g(k);
end
figure
plot(freq 1 ,phasevhdot 1 2 ,'ko')
hold on
plot(freql,phasevbdotl2 ,'k:')
%plotting the corrected phase of the calculated voltage
against the measured voltage
plot(freql ,phasenew,'k*')
plot(freq 1 ,phasenew,'k“ ')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Phase of the voltage in radians at the output of the B-dot')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[2 ]);
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set(gca,'linewidth',[2 ],'gridlinestyle','','fontname Vhelvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [ 12]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','boldVfontsize',[12])
set(get(gca,'ylaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'zlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','boldVfontsize',[12])
0^ ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

***************************************

%signal to noise ratio calculation
noise1=663.9e-6 ;% noise signal seen on the output of the coaxial line
noise2=640e-6;%noise signal seen on the B-dot output
for k = l : 8
phaseerrl(k)=(atan(noise2./(vdotl(k)./1.4142)));%phase error between the noise and the
actual signal for the B-dot voltage
phaseerror(k)=(atan(noisel./(voltl(k)./1.4142)));%phase error between the noise and the
actual signal for the output of the
%coaxial line
% - uncertainty
volt(k)=(volt 1 (k)./l .4142)-noise 1 ;
%subtracting the signal to noise ratio from the
actual voltage obtained
vdot(k)=(vdot 1 (k)./1.4142)-noise2;
phase(k)=phase 1 1 (k)-phaseerr 1 (k);
phase2 (k)=-phaseerror(k);
% + uncertainty
voltplus(k)=(voltl(k)./1.4142)+noisel; %adding the signal to noise ratio from the actual
voltage obtained
vdotplus(k)=(vdot 1 (k)./l .4142)-fnoise2 ;
phaseplus(k)=phase 1 1 (k)+phaseerr 1 (k);
phase2 plus(k)=phaseerror(k);
voltagel(k)=volt(k).*exp(real(prop(k)).*d2 ).*atn
.*exp(real(propl(k)).*(0.05 l)).*rho(k);% -uncertainty
voltage9(k)=voltplus(k).*exp(real(prop(k)).*d2).*atn
.*exp(real(propl(k)).*(0.05 l)).*rho(k);%+ uncertainty
voltage 1 0 (k)=(volt 1 (k)./1.4142).*exp(real(prop(k)).*d2).*atn
.*exp(real(propl(k)).*(0.051)).*rho(k);
% - uncertainty
rho 1(k)=(voltage 1(k). *impmag 1(k))./(6.28. *0.003);
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% + uncertainty
rho9(k)=(voltage9(k).*impmagl(k))./(6.28.*0.003);
rhol0(k)=(voltagel0(k).*impmagl(k))./(6.28.*0.003);
phased(k)=phase(k);% - uncertainty
phased 1 (k)=phaseplus(k) ;% +uncertainty
magv(k)=4.*3.14e-7.*1.57e-6.*2.*3.14.*freql(k).*rhol(k).*exp(-h(k).*0.0457);% ■
uncertainty
magvl(k)=4.*3.14e-7.*1.57e-6.*2.*3.14.*freql(k).*rho9(k).*exp(-h(k).*0.0457);%
+ uncertainty
magvl0(k)=4.*3.14e-7.*1.57e-6.*2.*3.14.*fi-eql(k).*rhol0(k).*exp(h(k).*0.0457);
magv20(k)=4.*3.14e-7.*1.57e-6.*2.*3.14.*fi-eql(k).*rhol0(k).*exp(h(k).*0.0457).*exp(138.15*sum);
n5(k)=(beta2(k).*dl-i-betal(k).*d2+iniag(propl(k)).*(0.051)-phased(k)betal(k).*d3-(3.14/2)+phase2(k)-betad(k).*0.0457+thetall(k)-i-the(k))./(6.28);
n7(k)=round(n5(k));%phase correction term for - phase uncertainty values
n6(k)=(beta2(k).*dl+betal(k).*d2+imag(propl(k)).*(0.051)-phasedl(k)betal(k).*d3-(3.14/2)+phase2plus(k)-betad(k).*0.0457-i-thetall(k)+the(k))./(6.28);
n9(k)=round(n6(k));%phase correction term for + phase uncertainty values
magvbdotl(k)=vdot(k).*exp(real(prop(k)).*d3);%- uncertainty
magvbdot9(k)=vdotplus(k).*exp(real(prop(k)).*d3);%+ uncertainty
phasevbdot(k)=phased(k)4-beta 1(k). *d3+2.*3.14. *n7(k);%- uncertainty
phasevbdot9(k)=phasedl(k)+betal(k).*d3+2.*3.14.*n9(k);%+ uncertainty
phasevbdot 11(k)=phase 1l(k)+betal(k).*d3+2.*3.14.*nl2(k);

phasev4(k)=beta2(k). *d 1+beta 1(k). *d2+imag(prop 1(k)). *(0.051 )+theta 11 (k)+the(k)(3.14/2)+phase2(k)-betad(k).*0.0457;

phasev41(k)=beta2(k).*dl+betal(k).*d2+imag(propl(k)).*(0.051)+thetall(k)+the(k)(3.14/2)+phase2plus(k)-betad(k).*0.0457;

errorl0(k)=-phasevbdot(k)+phasev4(k);
error9(k)=-phasevbdot9(k)+phasev41(k);
end
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***************************************

%voltage error plots
magvbdot 10=magvbdotl 1/1.4142;
% - phase uncertainty
errorcal=phasevbdot 1 1 -phasevbdot;
errorcal2=phaseV1l-phasev4;
errorcal4=magvbdot 10-magvbdot 1;
errorcal5=magvl 0-magv;

% + phase uncertainty
errorcal 1=phasevbdot9-phasevbdot 11 ;
errorcal3=phasev41-phasev 11 ;
error6=magvbdot9-magvbdot 10;
error7=magv 1 -magv 1 0 ;
figure
errorbar(fi'eql,phasevbdotl2 ,errorcal,errorcall,'k');%plotting the errorbars for the phase
uncertainty values for the measured
%B-dot voltage
hold on
errorbar(fi‘eql,phasenew,errorcal2,errorcal3,'k:');%plotting the errorbars for the phase
uncertainty values for the corrected
%calculated voltage
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Phase of the rms voltage in radians at the output of the B-dot')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth', [1.5]);
set(gca,'linewidth' ,[1.5] ,'gridlinestyle' ,'','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])

figure
errorbar(freql,magvbdotl0,errorcal4,error6,'k')%plotting the errorbars for the magnitude
uncertainty values for the measured
%B-dot voltage
hold on
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errorbar(fi-eql,magv20,errorcal5,error7,'k:')%plotting the errorbars for the magnitude
uncertainty values for the corrected
%calculated voltage
xlabel(Trequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Magnitude of the rms voltage in volts at the output of the B-dot')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth' ,[1.5]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [ 1 .5] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlaber),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fbntname','helvetica','fbntweight','bold','fbntsize',[1 2 ])

****

%area calculation
for k = l ; 8
%calculating the phase value of the voltage near the loop of the
%B-dot neglecting the length o f the B-dot
rhol5(k)=(voltagell(k).*impmagl(k).*exp(138.15*sum))./(6.28.*0.003);%magnitude
corrected surface current density
%calculated at the surface of the coaxial
line
%converting the magnitude and phase of the voltage at the output of
%the B-dot measured from polar to rectangular coordinates
[rearea 1 (k),imarea 1 (k)]=pol2 cart(phasevbdot 1 l(k),magvbdotl l(k));
%converting the magnitude and phase of the voltage at the output of
%the loop end of the B-dot calculated from polar to rectangular coordinates
[rejL(k),imjL(k)]=pol2cart(phasev5(k),rhol5(k));
%converting the discrete rectangular coordinates to complex numbers
v5(k)=(rearea 1(k)+imarea 1(k). *i);
v 6 (k)=(rejL(k)+imjL(k).*i);
% calculating the spectral effective area and effective area of the
% B-dot
areal(k)=v5(k)./(i.*(4.*3.14e-7.*6.28.*freql(k)).*v6(k));%spectral effective area
area(k)=v5(k)./v6(k);%effective area

end
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0^

^************************************************

radoutput=[ 3.5e-3 2.4e-3 1.2e-3 1.2e-4 6.47964e-5 8.727e-5 8.465e-5 7.24e-5 ];%B-dot
voltage output obtained from
%radial line measurements
for k = l : 8
currdensity(k)=radoutput(k)./area(k);%calculating the current density using the
spectral effective area of the B-dot calculated
%and the B-dot output on the radial line.
density(k)=abs(currdensity(k)); %the absolute value of the current density is
calculated
end
%

GLSP simulated values

radouf=[0.00098e-4 0.0003e-4 5.25e-9 5.92e-10 2.55e-10 4.31e-10 6.87e-10 6.95e];%magnetic field obtained from the simulated probe measurements
radout 1=radout./(4* 3.14e-7);%calculating the current density from the magnetic field
obtained (radout)
10

%
************************************************************************
***********************************

figure
plot(freql,abs(areal),'k*') %plotting the magnitude of the spectral effective area
hold on
plot(freq 1 ,abs(area 1 ),'k: ')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Effective area (square-meter)')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[2 ]);
set(gca,'linewidth',[2 ],'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklength',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize', [ 1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
^**********************************************************************
****
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figure
plot(fi‘eql,density,'k*')

%plotting the measured experimental surface
%current density against the simulated
%surface current density

hold on
plot(fi'eq 1 ,radout 1 ,'ko')
plot(fi-eql ,density,'k:')
plot(freq 1 ,radout 1 ,'k')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Surface current density in A/m')
set(get(gca,'children'),'linewidth',[2 ]);
set(gca,'linewidth', [2 ] ,'gridlinestyle','','fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ]);
set(gca,'position',[0.12,0.11,0.79,0.84],'ticklen^',[0,0]);
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])
set(get(gca,'zlabel'),'fontname','helvetica','fontweight','bold','fontsize',[1 2 ])

^ * * * 4! * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
****
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GLSP code
Surface current.lsp
GLSP comments -B E G IN GLSP comments - E N D COMPILER FLAGS
CVL_R_Z DYNAMIC_FELDS PRIMARY_SPECIES=1
GLSP metric: 1 dimensions: xz

[Title]
sim ulationjitle "radial waveguide"

[Control]
jTimestep and Run Time
courant_multiplier 0.9
time_limit_ns 30
;(Physics Output) Dump lntet\'ols
dum pjnteival_ns 10.0
pro be jntetva l 1
:(Physics Output) Movie Controls
fie ld m o v ie jn te rv a l 1
field_movie_coordinate Y 0
field_movie_components EX EZ BY
[Grid]
grid ; grid
rmin
rmax
r-cells
zmin
zmax
z-cells

1
0.17
16
80
2
4.2
20

[Objects]

objectl SOLID
conductor on medium 0 potential 1
fro m -IB -20.0619999981 0
to IB 20.0619999981 6.2
objectZ CYLINDER: vacuum
conductor off medium 0 potential 0
base 0.0 0 2
polar_angle Z 0.0
azimuthal_angle X 0.0
heigfit2.2
radius 20
start_angle 0.0 sweep_angle 360.0
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objects CYLINDER; cathode
conductor on medium 0 potential 0
base 0 0 0
polar_angle Z 0.0
azimuth al_angle X 0.0
height 2
radius 16
sta rt_ a n g le 0.0 sw B B p _ an g le 380
objects CYLINDER; anode
conductor on medium 0 potential 0
base 0 0 4.2
polar_angle Z 0.0
azimuthal_angle X 0.0
height 2
radius 16
start_angle 0.0 sweep_angle 380

[CircuitModels]

circuiti
network
elements
1 length 1.0 impedance 6.432
end
junctions
type RESISTIVE_LOAD attached_elements 1 end
resistance 3.12
type GRID_CONNECTION attached_elements 1 end
end
circuit2
network
elements
1 length 1 impedance 50
2 length 1 impedance 34.7
end
junctions
type VOLTAGE_APPLICATION attached_elements 1 end
voltagejunction 1
type SIMPLE_JUNCTION attached_elements 1 2 end
type GRID_CONNECTION attached_elements 2 end
end

[Boundaries]

outlet ; Applied voltage
from 0.17 0 2
to 0.17 0 4.2
phase_velocity 1
drive_model ANALYTIC_TEM
geometry FLAT
modes 001
circuit 2
voltage_measurement
from 0.17 4.2
to 0.17 2
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outlet; Applied voltage
from 16 0 2
to IB 0 4.2
phase_velocity 1
drive_model ANALYTIC_TEM
geometry FLAT
modes 001
circuit 1
voltage_measurement
from 1B 0 4.2
to 1B 0 2

[Functions]
functioni ; voltage drive
type 30
d a ta jile inputdat
independent_variable_multiplier 1e9
dependent_variable_multiplier 1e-3

[Probes]
probel
title "edge of the ring"
voltage
from 16 0 2
to 16 0 4.2
;%probe2 ; net energy
;%energy net_energy
;%probe3 ; total energy
;%energy total_energy
probe4
title "middle"
voltage
from 0.17 0.0 2
to 0.17 0.0 4.2
probeS; input voltage
circuit 2 element 1 FORWARD VOLTAGE IN

probeB
field B Y
at 7.7 0.0 2.1
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Fourier.lsp

This code is developed merely to take the Fourier transform of the B-dot signal measured
from the radial line. The forward-voltage-in probe is used to replicate the B-dot voltage
signal measured and using the FFT option, the Fourier transform of this signal is
obtained.
GLSP comments -B E G IN GLSP comments - E N D COMPILER FLAGS
CYL_R_Z DYNAMIC_FIELDS PRIMARY_SPECIES=1
GLSP metric: 1 dimensions: xz
[Title]
sim ulationjitle "radial waveguide"

[Control]
jTimestep and Run Time
courant_multiplier 0.9
tim ejim it_ns 30
.'(Physics Output) Dump Intervals
dum pjntetval_ns 10.0
probe_interval 1
;(Physics Output) Movie Controls
field_movieJnteival 1
field_movie_coordinate Y 0
field_movie_components EX EZ BY

[Grid]
grid ; grid 1
rmin
0.17
rmax
16
r-cells
80
zmin
zmax
z-cells

2
4.2
20
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[Objects]
objectl SOLID
conductor on medium 0 potential 1
fro m -IB -20.0619399981 0
to 16 20.0819999981 6.2
objectZ CYLINDER; vacuum
conductor off medium 0 potential 0
base 0.0 0 2
polar_angle Z 0.0
azimuth al_angle X 0.0
height 2.2
radius 20
start_angle 0.0 sweep_angle 360.0

objecl3 CYLINDER; cathode
conductor on medium 0 potential 0
base 0 0 0
polar_angle Z 0.0
azimuth al_angle X 0.0
height 2
radius 16
start_angle 0.0 sweep_angle 360
objects CYLINDER; anode
conductor on medium 0 potential 0
base 0 0 4.2
polar_angle Z 0.0
azimuth al_angle X 0.0
height 2
radius 16
start_angle 0.0 sweep_angle 360

[CircuitModels]
circuiti
network
elements
1 length 1.0 impedance 6.432
end
junctions
type RESISTIVE_LOAD attached_elements 1 end
resistance 3.12
type GRID_CONNECTION attached_elements 1 end
end
circuitZ
network
elements
1 length 1 impedance 50
2 length 1 impedance 34.7
end
junctions
type VOLTAGE_APPLICATION attached_elements 1 end
voltagejunction 1
type SIMPLE_JUNCTION attached_elements 1 2 end
type GRID_CONNECTION attached_elements 2 end
end
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[B o u n d aries]

outlet; Applied voltage
from 0.17 Q2
to 0.17 0 4.2
phase_velod1y 1
drive_model ANALYTIC_TEM
geometry FLAT
modes 001
circuit 2
voltage_measurement
from 0.17 4.2
to 0.17 2

outlet; Applied voltage
from 1B 0 2
to IB 0 4.2
phase_velocity 1
drive_model ANALYTIC_TEM
geometry FLAT
modes 0 01
circuit 1
voltage_measurement
from IB 0 4.2
t ol BOZ

[Functions]
functioni ; voltage drive
type 30
d a ta jile bdotoutput.dat
independent_variable_multiplier 1e9
dependent_variable_multiplier 1e-3

[Probes]
;%probe1 ; net energy
;%energy net_energy
probe2 ; total energy
energy total_energy
probeS; input voltage
circuit 2 element 1 FORWARD VOLTAGEJN
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